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a.  GeneraL CHaraCteristiCs oF tHe 
Mission

Presidential and legislative elections were held 
in Haiti on November 28, 2010. There were 68 political 
parties registered to participate in these elections. Nineteen 
candidates stood for election to the presidency, 816 
candidates sought seats as deputies, and 96 candidates ran 
for the Senate. As none of the 19 presidential candidates 
obtained an absolute majority of votes (50% + 1) that day, 
a runoff vote between the two leading candidates had to be 
held on March 20, 2011. In that second round, 172 candidates 
competed for seats as deputies and 14 for the Senate.

The General Secretariat of the Organization of 
American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community 
(CARICOM) decided to organize and deploy a Joint Electoral 
Observation Mission (JEOM) in Haiti. For the first round, 
the JEOM fielded a total of 118 observers from 20 member 
states of the OAS (Antigua and Barbuda, Argentina, Bolivia, 
Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Dominica, Ecuador, El 
Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Saint Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago, the United States of 
America, Uruguay, and Venezuela) and from six observer 
countries (France, Germany, Norway, Portugal, Spain and 
Switzerland. The JEOM also fielded one observer from 
Uganda.

For the second round, the mission comprised 201 
observers from 22 member states of the OAS (Antigua and 
Barbuda, Argentina, Barbados, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, El Salvador, 
Guatemala, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, 
Saint Lucia, Trinidad and Tobago, the United States of 
America, Uruguay, and Venezuela) and from eight observer 
countries (Belgium, France, Norway, Portugal, Russia, 
Spain, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom).

The mission maintained a permanent presence 
in Haiti. The first members of the core group arrived on 
August 3, 2010, and their ranks were subsequently bolstered 
with the arrival of the coordinators, who were immediately 
deployed in the 11 electoral departments. The group of 
long-term observers arrived later and was followed by the 
group of short-term observers a week before election day. 
For both elections, mission observers were present in all 
regions of the country. The mission's core group left the 
country on May 18, 2011, after the handover of power to the 
new President.

b.  eLeCtion resULts

The preliminary results of the second round were 
announced on April 4, 2011: Michel Joseph Martelly was 
declared the winner of the presidential election, with 
67.57 percent of the vote, and Mirlande Manigat came in 
second, with 31.74 percent. The preliminary results were 
not challenged in the electoral dispute resolution bureaus 
and consequently they became definitive on April 20, 2011.

C.  ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

The OAS/CARICOM JEOM wishes to express its 
gratitude to those member states and permanent observers 
of the OAS whose financial support made it possible for 
the mission to maintain a presence in Haiti over a period 
of 10 months covering the first and second rounds of the 
elections: Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Finland, 
France, Luxembourg, Norway, Panama, Peru, Portugal, 
Slovenia, Spain, Suriname, Switzerland, the United States 
of America, and the European Union.
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The Electoral Observation Missions (EOM) of the 
Organization of American States (OAS) have become an es-
sential element for promoting and defending democracy 
in the Hemisphere, and their presence is testimony to the 
solidarity of the inter-American community and its com-
mitment to ensure that democratic institutions in member 
states strengthen the organization and administration of 
their own electoral processes. These initiatives have helped 
to guarantee the integrity, impartiality, and reliability of nu-
merous electoral processes and to reinforce the credibility 
of democratic institutions in member countries. The EOMs 
promote the right to vote and to be elected in an inclusive, 
free, and transparent manner, and seek to ensure that the 
people's will, as expressed through the ballot, is respected.

Since 1960 the OAS has observed more than 187 
electoral processes in the Hemisphere, most of them in the 
last 15 years, during which the OAS has observed a wide 
variety of elections (always at the request of its member 
states), including general, presidential, parliamentary, and 
municipal elections, public consultations, referendums, 
processes for the collection and validation of signatures, 
and even primary and internal elections for political parties.

A. ELECTORAL OBSERVATION AND 
COOPERATION IN HAITI

In the past, the OAS has observed various elections 
in Haiti. In 1990 and 1995, it fielded observers for the 
presidential elections and, in 1997, for the legislative and 
territorial assembly elections. In May 2000, it was present 
for the legislative, municipal, and local elections.

Since 2005, through its Universal Civil Identity 
Program in the Americas (PUICA), the OAS has been 
supporting electoral authorities by fostering the creation of 
the National Identification Office (ONI) and by cooperating 
in the preparation of identity cards for the Haitian people, 
which serve the dual purpose of providing them with 
identification and enabling them to exercise their voting 
rights. In this respect, the OAS program has also contributed 
to creation of the voter list.

During the Senate elections of April and June 
2009 (first and second rounds, respectively) the OAS 
focused its cooperation on providing technical assistance 
to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP). Through the 
Department for Electoral Cooperation and Observation 
(DECO), the OAS assisted the electoral body by providing 
technical cooperation for the Tabulation Center, the printing 
of voter lists, and most recently for the design of programs 
for processing electoral data.

B.  INVITATION FROM THE MEMBER 
STATE AND RESPONSE FROM THE 
ORGANIZATION

On October 28, 2009, the President of the Republic 
of Haiti, René Préval, invited the Secretary General of the 
Organization of American States (OAS) to send a mission to 
observe the legislative elections scheduled for February 28, 
2010. Following the earthquake of January 12, 2010, those 
elections were postponed to November 28 of that year, the 
date set in the Constitution for presidential elections. At the 
time of the Conference of Heads of State and Government 
of the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), held in Jamaica 
in July 2010, and following the exchange of views between 
heads of state and government and the secretaries general 
of the United Nations and the OAS on the situation in 
Haiti, CARICOM and the OAS decided to field a Joint 
Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM). Ambassador Colin 
Granderson, Assistant Secretary-General of CARICOM, was 
named Chief of Mission; Dr. Bertha Santoscoy, Principal 
Advisor to the Department for Electoral Cooperation and 
Observation (DECO), was named Deputy Chief of Mission, 
and Jean François Ruel, DECO Specialist, was appointed 
General Coordinator.

On August 4, 2010, the OAS Secretary General, José 
Miguel Insulza, signed the Agreement on Privileges and 
Immunities for the mission with the Haitian Government.  
The OAS/CARICOM JEOM, headed by Ambassador Colin 
Granderson, signed the agreement on the observation 
process for the presidential and legislative elections with 
the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) of Haiti, which 
gave the observers access to all electoral bodies.

C.  MANDATE AND METHODOLOGY OF 
THE JEOM

The JEOM observers carried out their activities in 
accordance with the principles contained in the Declaration 
of Principles for International Election Observation and 
Code of Conduct for International Election Observers, and 
the OAS Manual for Electoral Observation Missions. Those 
principles are closely linked to the defense of human rights 
and focus on civil and political rights, which are essential for 
conducting free and democratic elections, such as freedom of 
association, peaceful assembly, expression, and movement; 
personal security; equal legal protection for voters and 
candidates in elections; and the search for effective solutions 
when electoral rights are violated. Electoral observation also 
serves to reinforce electoral integrity by discouraging and 
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denouncing electoral irregularities and fraud, to reduce the 
risk of election-related violence, to boost public confidence 
in the process, and to make recommendations to improve 
electoral and political processes.

At the time of the presidential and legislative 
elections of November 28, 2010, and of March 20, 2011, 
the people of Haiti were to elect the next president of the 
republic, as well as 11 senators and 99 deputies. Sixty-eight 
political parties were registered to participate in these 
elections. In the first round of elections, 19 candidates stood 
for the presidential election; 816 candidates for deputy; 
and 96 candidates for the Senate; in the second round, 
172 candidates competed for the 76 deputies' seats and 14 
candidates for the seven Senate seats.

CANDIDATES ELECTED TO THE SENATE

Party First round Second round
ALTENATIV 6 3
INITE 10 3
LAVNI 1 1
AAA 1 0

CANDIDATES ELECTED AS DEPUTIES

Party First round Second round

ALTENATIV 21 7

INITE 71 34
PONT 6 1

SOLIDARITE 6 1

LAVNI 12 7

MOCHRENHA 5 2

ANSANM NOU FO 16 3

PLAT. LIBERATION 5 3

UCADDE 4 0

RASAMBLE 6 1

A.A.A. 12 4

VEYE YO 2 1

MODELH-PRDH 2 0

KONBIT 5 3

PLAPH 5 1

RESPE 5 1

ENDEPANDAN 2 2

MAS 3 1

REPONS PEYIZAN 3 3
Source: cephaiti2010.org/

As a long-term mission, the JEOM had a presence 
that was gradually reinforced throughout Haitian territory, 

beginning on August 3, 2010. The JEOM observed the 
various phases of organization of the two rounds of voting: 
the process for registering, challenging, and validating 
presidential candidacies; the allocation of numbers to 
the new political parties participating in the presidential 
elections; the drawing of lots to select the polling station 
members (MBVs) from among the persons nominated 
by the political parties; the updating, compiling, and 
publication of the voter list; technical, administrative, and 
logistic preparations for voting day; the unfolding of the 
two phases of the election campaign; training of election 
officials; tabulation of the results; announcement of the 
preliminary results; the electoral challenge phase; and 
announcement of the final results from the two rounds. The 
mission monitored the process right up to publication of the 
official results from the first and second rounds of elections.

The JEOM held regular meetings with the 
government and electoral authorities, presidential 
candidates, candidates for the Senate and the Chamber of 
Deputies, representatives of the political parties, civil society 
representatives, national and international observation 
bodies, and representatives of the international community 
involved in the electoral process. These meetings served 
to take stock of the political and electoral context and to 
identify possible bottlenecks in the process, such as the 
CEP's lack of credibility, the reliability of the voter list, 
concerns about irregularities and fraud that might obstruct 
expression of the voters' will, and general fears about the 
security aspect of the elections.
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The mission played an active role in observing 
these elections, maintaining constant communication with 
the electoral authorities. On the basis of its observations, 
as well as the concerns expressed by the political parties 
and candidates, the mission regularly transmitted its 
recommendations to the CEP, which showed itself open 
to receiving them. The mission also sought to facilitate 
meetings between members of civil society and the electoral 
authorities involved in organizing the elections.

With a view to being proactive, when it met with 
political parties the mission transmitted three messages 
that it deemed essential for the proper unfolding of the 
process: (i) the key role that the parties must play during 
preparations for the elections and on voting day, through 
the appointment of MBVs and training of political party 
poll watchers (mandataires); (ii) the importance of 
combined vigilance on election day by political party poll 
watchers and by national and international observers, to 
guard against any possible attempted fraud; and (iii) the 
importance of a sound knowledge of electoral legislation, 
in order to be able to identify the nature of any problems or 
disputes that might arise and consequently offer the most 
effective response.     

 

In the immediate aftermath of the first and second 
rounds, the JEOM urged political players and the general 
public: (i) to await publication of the preliminary and 
definitive outcomes with calm and tolerance; and (ii) to use 
legal remedies for channeling complaints.

The JEOM also worked with the OAS expert 
missions in verifying vote tabulation and in monitoring the 
electoral challenge phase in the first round, within the limits 
of its mandate.

Lastly, at the request of the executive branch, the 
mission reviewed the contested decisions of the electoral 
dispute resolution bureau concerning the second round 
of legislative elections and made recommendations and 
observations.

The first members of the JEOM core group arrived in 
Haiti on August 3, 2010, and the mission was subsequently 
reinforced with the arrival of the coordinators. For the first 
round, the JEOM had a total of 118 observers (52 women 
and 66 men) from 27 countries. For the second round, it had 
201 observers (99 women and 102 men) from 30 countries, 
which made it possible to boost coverage of the voting 
centers, in comparison with the first round.
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A.  POLITICAL SYSTEM

Haiti is a semi-parliamentary republic, the 
functioning and political structure of which is enshrined 
in the Constitution of the Republic promulgated on March 
29, 1987. The Haitian State comprises three independent 
branches: executive, legislative, and judicial.

2.1. Executive branch

The 1987 Constitution calls for a two-headed 
executive branch, in which the president is head of state, 
and the prime minister, head of government.

The president of the republic is elected by direct 
universal suffrage for a term of five years. In case of 
impeachment, temporary absence of the president, or 
resignation, the president of the Court of Cassation or, in his 
or her absence, the highest ranking magistrate of the Court of 
Cassation assumes the president of the republic’s functions. 
The Constitution limits exercise of the presidential mandate 
to two nonconsecutive terms.

The prime minister is chosen by the president from 
among the parliamentary majority and must be ratified by 
a vote of confidence of the two chambers. The parliament 
may issue a motion of censure against the prime minister, 
which results in his or her dismissal. This triggers anew the 
procedure of nomination and ratification for a replacement. 
Members of parliament also have the right to interpellate 
the prime minister and to issue a vote of censure, which 
is tantamount to removal from office. In this case, a new 
prime minister must be appointed and ratified by the entire 
National Assembly.

2.2. Legislative branch

The legislature is bicameral. The Chamber of 
Deputies comprises 99 deputies elected by direct universal 
suffrage, by electoral district, for four-year terms. The Senate 
has 30 seats, with three senators elected per department on 
a staggered basis for six-year terms, so that one third of 
the membership is renewed every two years. Prior to these 
elections, the Senate had only 19 members, the third part 
of the Senate having completed its mandate on January 10, 
2010. The Chamber of Deputies was also dissolved, as its 
mandate expired on May 10, 2010.

2.3. Judicial branch

The judiciary consists of the Court of Cassation and 
the	appeals	courts,	the	courts	of	first	instance,	peace	courts,	
and special courts, the number, composition, organization, 
functioning, and jurisdiction of which are established by 
law. The Court of Cassation is the highest court of the land. 
It has 12 members and is divided into two sections. At the 
time this report was prepared, the position of President of 
the Court of Cassation was vacant, as were four seats on 
that court.

B. ELECTORAL AUTHORITIES

The 1987 Constitution stipulates that the Permanent 
Electoral Council comprises nine council members 
elected from a list of three names proposed by each of 
the departmental assemblies: three are appointed by the 
executive branch, three by the Court of Cassation, and 
three by the National Assembly. However, in the absence 
of a law on territorial collectivities, the departmental 
assemblies were not set up. For this reason, the Permanent 
Electoral Council could not be established in accordance 
with constitutional provisions. Consequently, after the 
first elections held under the new Constitution in 1990, 
Provisional Electoral Councils (CEPs) were appointed to 
perform the functions that the Constitution assigned to the 
electoral institution.

The CEP for these presidential and legislative 
elections was constituted by a decree of October 16, 2009. 
It comprised nine members, nominated by various sectors 
of Haitian society: the Catholic Church, the Protestant 
churches, the Episcopal Church, the voodoo sector, the 
National Council of Political Parties, the CASEC and the 
ASEC (local councils and assemblies), and the sectors 
representing persons with disabilities, women, and labor 
unions. Each of these sectors proposed two names, and 
the executive branch selected one. This mechanism for 
nominating council members was designed to give a degree 
of legitimacy to the provisional electoral institution. This 
CEP received the mandate to organize the first and second 
rounds of the presidential and legislative elections, as well 
as the subsequent municipal and local elections.

The CEP is responsible for organizing and 
overseeing all electoral operations throughout the territory 
of the republic, until such time as the voting results 
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are proclaimed. It is represented in the departments by 
the Departmental Electoral Bureaus (BEDs) and in the 
communes (municipalities) by the Communal Electoral 
Bureaus (BECs).

The CEP also hears electoral challenges and 
represents the highest body for the settlement of electoral 
disputes. Its decisions regarding disputes are not subject to 
appeal.

C.  POLITICAL  AND ELECTORAL 
ENVIRONMENT

The mission observed the organization of the 
electoral process after the registration period, which 
took place from August 1 to 7, 2010, and the validation of 
presidential candidacies, which culminated on August 
17. However, it was not present during the first phases of 
organization for the 2009 legislative elections, a process 
that was interrupted by the earthquake of January 12, 2010. 
Preparations for the legislative elections were resumed 
thanks to the decree of June 24, 2010, which called on the 
people to vote, and thanks also to the publication of the list 
of candidates for the legislative elections on July 16.

The first members of the JEOM core group arrived 
in Haiti on August 3, 2010, at the time of the preliminary 
visit of the chief of mission to observe the first stages of the 
electoral calendar. The mission was gradually reinforced 
with the arrival of its first departmental coordinators in 
mid-September and, by the end of September, all of the 
coordinators (21) were in place. The teams of coordinators 
were each assigned an electoral department, and thus 
the mission had a permanent presence in the 11 electoral 
departments as of early October. Later on, with a view to 
strengthening the mission's presence in the field, in the 
later stages of the electoral calendar, a group of 18 long-
term observers arrived at the end of October, and another 
group of 12 in mid-November. At the same time, the various 
members of the core group joined up with the first members 
who had arrived in August, installing themselves at mission 
headquarters in Port-au-Prince.

The short-term observers arrived in Haiti one week 
before the first round of voting, scheduled for November 
28, and left two days after election day. For the first round, 
the mission had a total of 118 observers (52 women and 66 
men) from 27 countries (see Annex J).

Upon their arrival in Haiti, the observers, 
coordinators, and all members of the core group attended 
a day of training on the mandate, methodology, and 
principles of electoral observation, the political and 
electoral context of these elections, the voting procedures 
in Haiti, the observation forms used from the beginning to 
the end of voting, the drafting of reports, security measures, 
health precautions to be taken against cholera, and various 

issues relating to the mission's logistics. The day after their 
training, the observers were deployed in groups of two to 
their respective departments, returning to the capital after 
the elections for a meeting with the chief of mission and 
handover of their observation materials.

The departure of the observers, coordinators, and 
members of the core group also took place in stages, with 
the last members of the mission leaving the country on May 
18, 2011, nine and a half months after their arrival.

2.4. Political and electoral dynamics during the pre-
election period

As soon as the mission arrived in the country, it 
identified the CEP's lack of credibility in the eyes of the 
political parties as the principal challenge to the proper 
conduct of the 2010-2011 electoral process in Haiti. It 
should be noted that the nine members of the CEP were 
appointed by the president of the republic on the basis 
of recommendations submitted by various sectors of 
parliament, in which the governing party (Inité) had a 
majority. During that process some political parties accused 
the CEP of partiality. Moreover, Fanmi Lavalas, one of 
the previously most popular political parties, had not 
participated in the legislative elections for technical reasons 
and had not registered for the presidential elections.

To ensure the success of the legislative elections, 
which were to take place on February 28, 2010, but for 
which preparations were interrupted by the earthquake of 
January 12, 2010, President Préval convened many sectors 
of civil society to confirm or invalidate his selection of 
the CEP membership, in accordance with the mechanism 
established in 2006 for nominating provisional council 
members. The political parties had been very vocal in their 
criticism of the makeup of the former council, following 
accusations of fraud that had marred the Senate elections 
of June 2009. One of the sectors involved, the Convention 
of Political Parties, decided not to participate in the new 
makeup of the council in order to show its opposition 
to the process in question. It was replaced by the sector 
constituted by the local authorities, i.e., the ASEC and the 
CASEC which, in turn, proposed two candidates to the 
executive branch. This led to the establishment of a new 
CEP on October 16, 2009, with a mandate to organize the 
legislative, presidential, municipal, and local elections. The 
political expedient of reconstituting the electoral institution 
did not have the desired effect, as only four of the nine 
council members were replaced and one of the institutions, 
representing the political parties, opted not to participate in 
the process.

The legitimacy of the CEP was further eroded after 
Fanmi Lavalas was excluded from the legislative elections. 
During the registration period for political parties wishing 
to compete in the legislative elections, two different lists of 
candidates were presented in the name of Fanmi Lavalas 
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by two different factions of the party, which, in the absence 
of their leader, Jean-Bertrand Aristide, were contesting 
party leadership. One of the factions presented a copy 
of the mandate granted by Aristide to the coordinator of 
the Fanmi Lavalas executive committee, Maryse Narcisse, 
but did so after the legal time limit. As the legality of that 
mandate was challenged by the other party faction, the 
CEP requested a mandate authenticated by the national 
representative, which the party was not in a position to 
supply. Consequently, the CEP rejected the registration 
application from Fanmi Lavalas.

The electoral process, which had been interrupted 
by the earthquake of January 12, 2010, and its consequences, 
resumed on July 15, 2010, after positive evaluations by the 
United Nations as well as assessments of political priorities 
by the OAS with respect to relaunching the legislative 
elections and beginning preparations for the presidential 
elections.

The polarized political climate and the lack of 
confidence in the electoral institution were aggravated by 
the start of the presidential race. Many opposition parties 
demanded, without success, that the CEP be reappointed in 
order to provide the necessary guarantees of transparency 
that would enable said parties to participate in the electoral 
process. They then decided not to take part in the elections. 
However, with the exception of Fanmi Lavalas, most of the 
parties were already registered for the legislative elections, 
their candidates had been approved by the electoral 
authorities, and they were therefore entitled to compete in 
the elections of November 28, 2010. A majority of legislative 
candidates from the parties not participating in the elections 
decided to remain in the race, despite instructions from 
their parties not to compete.

In this way, as the process advanced, the activities 
of the electoral body were reinforced and political parties 
increased their participation. This gradual consolidation 
resulted in: (i) mass participation of candidates for the 
legislative elections, despite instructions from their parties; 
(ii) support by those parties for some of the presidential 
candidates; and lastly, (iii) support from grassroots 
organizations for some of the presidential candidates. This 
improved political climate was in part a result of the electoral 
authorities' efforts to expand the flow of information and 
to improve communication with political players and the 
general public.

Meanwhile, the relative recovery in the CEP's 
credibility faltered shortly before the first electoral round. 
This came on top of interference by CEP members in the 
selection of voting center supervisors and the difficulties 
encountered in preparing the lists of polling station 
members appointed by candidates and political parties: 
in some cases these lists were incomplete or names were 
duplicated as representing two parties at once. There were 
also allegations of massive fraud by some political parties.

2.5. Validation of presidential candidacies

The process of validating presidential candidacies 
was politically one of the most delicate phases. The agreed 
list of political parties for the presidential elections was 
published on July 30, 2010. The time period for registering 
presidential candidacies began on August 1 and ended on 
August 7, in keeping with the electoral calendar. The mission 
was present during this first phase of the presentation of 
candidacies as well as for the time period for challenging 
them, which took place between August 3 and 17, later 
than the time limit originally established in the electoral 
calendar. This additional time resulted from a significant 
number of challenges that were considered initially by the 
Ouest I Departmental Electoral Dispute Resolution Bureau 
(BCED) West I and then by the National Electoral Dispute 
Resolution Bureau (BCEN), as stipulated in the Electoral 
Law.

Of the 34 candidacies presented, 15 were rejected 
and 19 were accepted. Of those rejected, eight were 
challenged by the BCED, and that body's decision was 
appealed to the BCEN in seven of the eight cases, which 
explains in part the delay in completing this phase. The 
mission was present for the challenges, both departmental 
and national. The challenges were filed in the context of the 
Electoral Law, but under very difficult material conditions 
as a result of inadequate infrastructure in the CEP offices 
in Delmas after the January 2010 earthquake. The mission 
confirmed that all the challengers present as well as the 
attorneys for the challenging parties were heard in the two 
dispute resolution bureaus provided for under the Electoral 
Law.

Following the BCEN decisions and examination of 
the evidence submitted by candidates to the legal service of 
the electoral body, the CEP made public, on August 20, 2010, 
i.e., three days later than stipulated, the list of candidates 
accepted to participate in the 2010 presidential elections. 
The announcement was made orally at 10:30 p.m., without 
any explanation of the reasons for rejecting 15 candidates. 
In its press release #2, published on August 21, the mission 
indicated that providing explanations for why certain 
candidacies had not been validated might have helped 
make the process more transparent (see Annex L). The CEP 
advised the candidates in its press release #24, of August 26, 
that candidates had access to a procedure that would allow 
them to determine why they had been rejected.

The mission met with many of the candidates whose 
documentation had not been accepted and it reported its 
concerns to the CEP. The electoral body showed itself willing 
to provide the pertinent information and explanations to 
members of the mission.

During the period for validating candidacies, 
the position adopted by the CEP with respect to rejection 
generated a controversy that required the mission's 
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attention. Article 135 of the 1987 Constitution provides that 
to be elected president of the republic, any candidate who 
has managed public funds must first obtain a discharge. 
Consistent with Article 233 of the Constitution, a favorable 
report must be obtained from the Superior Court of 
Accounts, issued by a bicameral legislative committee that 
is constituted to grant such a discharge. As the Chamber of 
Deputies' mandate had expired on May 10, 2010, candidates 
could not receive this document to validate their candidacies. 
In its press releases #16 and #17, published on August 3 and 
6 respectively, the CEP reported that candidates who had 
managed public funds in the past could possibly register 
by submitting a favorable report from the Superior Court 
of Accounts, without prejudice to their rights. This decision 
evoked controversy and gave rise to a real constitutional 
dilemma. On the one hand, the Constitution requires the 
presentation of a discharge as a prior condition for being a 
presidential candidate, but the institutional vacuum made 
it impossible to meet that demand. On the other hand, 
the Constitution guarantees citizens respect for their civil 
and political rights. Preventing citizens from registering, 
despite the situation of force majeure in which they 
found themselves, was tantamount to trampling on their 
constitutional guarantees.

Candidates for the Presidency and Political Parties

CANDIDATES POLITICAL PARTIES

Alexis Jacques Edouard MPH

Martelly Michel Joseph REPONS PEYIZAN

Celestin Jude INITE

Jeune Leon KLE

Abellard Axan Delson KNDA

Cristalin Yves LAVNI

Joseph Genard SOLIDARITE

Voltaire Leslie ANSANM NOU FO

Baker Charles Henri RESPE

Anacacis Jean Hector MODEJHA

Charles Eric Smarcki PENH

Jeudy Wilson FORCE 2010

Jeune Jean Chavannes ACCRHA

Laguerre Garaudy WOZO

Ceant Jean Henry RENMEN AYITI

Blot Gerard Marie Necker PLATFORM 16 DESANM

Neptune Yvon AYISYEN POU AYITI

Manigat Mirlande RDNP

Bijou Anne Marie Josette INDEPENDANT

2.6. Preparation of the voter list

Preparation of the voter list posed a considerable 
technical challenge for the competent authorities as it had 
to be updated within a very tight time frame to take account 
of the many individuals displaced by the earthquake of 
January 12, 2010. The CEP and the National Identification 
Office (ONI) took steps to guarantee the right of citizens 
to vote, in accordance with the provisions of the Electoral 
Law. Article 25 of that law stipulates that the register of 
voters is to be produced on the basis of data supplied by the 
ONI, which has the task of identifying persons 18 years of 
age and older and providing each of them with a national 
identification card (CIN), the only document that will 
allow them to vote. To cope with rising demand, the ONI 
increased the number of staff devoted to new registrations 
and the replacement of lost cards.

The CEP, which had the task of updating the voter 
lists and, in particular, the mandate to register changes in the 
assignment of voting centers, conducted a broad campaign to 
update the voter list through the establishment of Operation 
and Verification Centers (COVs) in all departments. These 
COVs, located inside the voting centers, allowed voters to 
choose a voting center closer to their homes. In an effort 
to accommodate the realities and challenges following 
the earthquake, 42 COVs were established in 14 displaced 
persons camps in the Ouest Department.

The COV campaign began on August 19 and ended 
on October 18. Observers present in the field witnessed the 
unfolding of that campaign, in which more than one million 
voters came to the COVs either to confirm or change their 
voting centers or to seek information on how to register to 
vote.

However, as the mission indicated in its press 
release #4 of September 30, 2010 (see Annex L), service at 
the COVs varied by region, because of the above-mentioned 
lack of awareness and information on the part of potential 
voters themselves, who were slow to understand the 
objective of this verification exercise.

The CEP doubled its staffing level at the data 
compilation center in an effort to capture all the new data 
obtained in the COVs and integrate it into the voter list 
which was to be published at least 30 days prior to voting 
day, i.e., by October 28. In this way, the data compiled by 
the COVs was included in a database that was merged 
with the data provided by the ONI on October 15, 2010. On 
this basis, the CEP established the Communal Voter List 
(LEC), containing the full names of voters together with 
their voting centers and polling stations, a list that was 
made public as planned on October 28 in all the Communal 
Electoral Bureaus (BECs). According to the lists published 
by the CEP, 4.7 million voters were registered.
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On October 26, two days prior to the official 
publication of the list, the CEP announced the publication 
and inclusion of 35,000 names to the LECs that the ONI had 
supplied. These names could not be included in the LEC 
published on October 28, as the lists were printed on the 
days prior to that date in order to meet the deadline. All of 
these persons registered were included in the LEC, and a 
supplementary list with these new names was attached to 
the LEC in the communes where necessary. To enable the 
newly registered voters to verify that their names were on 
the list, the CEP made available to voters, as of November 
19, 2010 (CEP press release #49, of November 19), a center 
that was open 24 hours a day to inform voters of the voting 
center to which they had been assigned. The observers 
deployed in the different departments noted that many 
voter lists published at the communal level were damaged 
by rain and bad weather, and voters were consequently 
unable to verify whether they were registered on those 
lists. The mission drew the CEP's attention to this aspect. 
The late launch of the voter awareness and information 
campaigns was a great weakness in the first electoral 
round and contributed in part to the difficulties that voters 
encountered in verifying their polling stations on election 
day. This situation is understandable, in light of Haiti's 
infrastructural deficiencies, which were aggravated by the 
damage caused by the earthquake.

The mission also monitored the process of 
registering new voters in the ONI and handling requests 
to provide copies of lost CINs. According to the Electoral 
Law, the cut-off date for voter registration is supposed to 
be 60 days before election day. Persons who registered after 
September 28, 2010, the last day to register for inclusion on 
the voter list, were not able to vote. The increased number 
of citizens registering in the second month was a real 
test of the ONI's capacity to respond to citizen demands. 
The mission observers, present in the ONI offices until 
the last days of registration, noted that this was done in 
a disorganized manner, which did little to speed up the 
response to requests. The distribution of voter cards was 
held up by organizational problems.

The 2008 Electoral Law required that the number 
of voting centers be increased from 785 to 1,500, and this 
entailed a different distribution of voters in the voting 
centers, according to CEP technicians. A good number of 
voters who did not inform themselves in advance of the 
location of their voting centers were unable to find their 
names on the voter lists in the voting centers in which they 
had been accustomed to voting. On voting day, a great 
many voters who were in a displaced persons camp in the 
Ouest II electoral department experienced difficulties. The 
explanation provided by CEP technicians was that residents 
of the camp had not availed themselves of the opportunity 
offered by the COVs to register to vote in the camp itself.

2.7. Preparations for election day

The mission monitored the CEP's work of organiz-
ing preparations for voting day. One of the important as-
pects was the appointment and training of election officers.

According to Article 140 of the Electoral Law, 
polling station members (MBVs) are recruited by public 
lottery from a list supplied in advance by the political 
parties at least 60 days before the elections.

During the month of September, the observers 
deployed in the 11 electoral departments confirmed that 
lots had been drawn to designate the MBVs and that the 
process had been transparent. In some cases, the political 
parties provided lists that were incomplete or contained 
duplications, i.e., persons registered as representing two 
parties at once. The CEP took on the responsibility of 
providing missing personnel. In order to complete the list of 
MBVs, the CEP used names provided by the candidates of 
the parties and platforms not participating in the elections. 
The CEP had to verify the list in detail in order to avoid 
duplications. The work of cleaning up the list not only 
delayed the process but also increased further the shortage 
of names and sharpened criticisms leveled at the CEP. This 
led to demonstrations against the CEP, which could not 
meet the deadline of October 28 for publishing the MBV list.

Training of supervisors in the voting centers was 
hampered by interference from certain electoral council 
members who succeeded in introducing persons close to 
them, to the detriment of others who had experience as 
election officers and who lived close to the voting centers, 
two criteria that the mission considered key for holding the 
elections. The interference of certain council members in the 
compilation of the lists of supervisors held up publication 
of the lists and thus delayed training for the supervisors. 
Consequently, training for the MBVs was also postponed, 
in some cases until the eve of election day, and this had 
an adverse impact on the quality of training. Moreover, in 
several cases the supervisors and the MBVs who had been 
rejected in favor of persons close to the council members 
disrupted the training sessions for supervisors and the 
MBVs. In some voting centers, training was interrupted by 
acts of violence aimed at preventing training.

 The mission was also present during the sessions 
to train supervisor trainers, held on November 2 and 3, 
during the sessions to train supervisors in their respective 
departments, as well as during those to train the MBVs. The 
trainers were deployed in the departments and training 
was provided to the supervisors and assistant supervisors, 
who in turn trained the MBVs with the help of a training 
manual in Creole. Bearing in mind the conclusions from 
the MBVs during the partial elections of 2009, with respect 
to the handling of tally sheets (procès-verbaux, PVs) and 
the packaging of sensitive election materials, the JEOM 
recommended that the CEP should highlight this aspect of 
the work during the preparatory meetings.
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The printing of ballots, tally sheets, and other 
documents essential to the electoral process was completed 
on time. The documents were stored in MINUSTAH facilities 
throughout the country and delivered to the voting centers 
one or two days prior to the vote. The distribution of 12,000 
sets of non-sensitive materials in the departments was also 
completed on time. MINUSTAH stored this documentation 
on its premises and delivered it to the voting centers two or 
three days before the election.

 The mission noted the efforts made 
throughout the country by the CEP and in the departments 
by the electoral authorities, MINUSTAH, and the Haitian 
National Police in organizing meetings and debates among 
candidates and political parties. These encounters served 
to underline the shared responsibility for respecting the 
provisions of the Electoral Law and for preventing acts of 
intimidation and violence during the campaign.

The CEP organized three briefings with the political 
parties, which were conducted at key stages of the process, 
such as on voting day and during the tabulation of votes 
and processing of electoral challenges. These meetings 
provided an ideal opportunity for dialogue between the 
CEP members and political party representatives. The 
mission also recognized the work performed by civil society 
organizations and international organizations with the 
numerous departments, through the signature of tolerance 
and good conduct agreements during the electoral process. 
The mission added its voice to these initiatives through its 
successive press releases calling for calm, harmony, mutual 
respect, and tolerance. Its observers also took part in the 
dialogues held in the field.

2.8. Conduct and financing of the campaign

 The election campaign for the first round 
was conducted in two phases: a first phase, known as the 
"silent" phase, during which the candidates were authorized 
to engage in political advertising through posters, banners, 
and all kinds of visual materials, took place between 
September 27 and October 15; a second phase, in which the 
candidates were able to campaign via the press and public 
meetings, began on October 15 and ended on November 26.

 

Until November 14, the campaign unfolded in 
relative calm, with a few exceptions. That tranquility was 
abruptly shattered on November 15 when there were 
serious incidents in Cap Haitien and Hinche, in which 
groups of people attacked the MINUSTAH forces, and 
in Port-au-Prince on November 18, when similar but less 
serious incidents took place. These actions were sparked by 
allegations of a link between the outbreak of cholera and the 
Nepalese soldiers of MINUSTAH. There were also clashes 
between supporters of the various presidential candidates.

 The mission monitored the two phases of 
the campaign closely and issued numerous warnings about 
the failure to comply with the provisions of the Electoral 
Law as they related to the use of government materials 
and resources, and it expressed its serious concern about 
the security environment, even before the incidents in Cap 
Haitien and Hinche.

The government provided financing to the political 
parties participating in the elections, the amount of which 
was defined in light of the number of candidates they 
fielded, pursuant to Article 125 of the Electoral Law. The 
mission received no complaints about the allocation of these 
funds to the political parties. However, the candidates who 
decided to participate in the elections despite instructions 
from their parties to the contrary did not receive any public 
funding, as the law states clearly that the funds must be 
allocated to the political parties and not directly to the 
candidates.

2.9. Public awareness campaign

The mission observed that the CEP's public 
awareness campaign began on October 20, later than the 
starting date of September 18 established in the electoral 
calendar. Voter mobilization programs were broadcast on 
radio and television, with technical support from IFES. With 
IFES support as well, the CEP produced a short film aimed 
at mobilizing and educating voters, which was distributed 
in the electoral departments. Large voter awareness posters 
went up all over the country. With the help of MINUSTAH, 
the CEP also distributed four million get-out-the-vote 
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posters and student notebooks, which were handed out or 
posted by the BEC. Lastly, in order to facilitate voters' access 
to information about their voting centers, on November 15 
the CEP opened a center that operated around the clock.

The media played their part in organizing and 
disseminating debates between candidates. The televised 
debates organized by the Public Affairs Intervention Group 
(GIAP) allowed weekly exchanges among the presidential 
candidates of three different parties. Haitian National 
Television (TNH) organized a series of broadcasts with 
exchanges of ideas among presidential candidates. Radio 
Métropole allowed presidential candidates to present their 
programs and make themselves known in advance. The 
National Democratic Institute (NDI), in collaboration with 
the GIAP, hosted a series of eight debates in Port-au-Prince 
and in the provinces with participation by civil society and 
candidates for the Senate and the Chamber of Deputies. As 
to the printed press, Le Nouvelliste and Le Matin helped to 
boost public familiarity with the presidential candidates 
and their programs, through pictures and the publication 
of opinion polls. As the campaign unfolded, the mission 
noted that the candidates became more courteous, using 
appropriate language and showing signs of mutual respect.

2.10. Security

The observers received numerous unverified 
complaints of intimidation and aggression by certain 
candidates and their sympathizers when they found 
themselves in the presence of other political players. There 
were isolated acts of violence, including the ambush of a 
bus carrying journalists to a public meeting featuring the 
presidential candidate Jaques Edouard Alexis in the north of 
the country, the attack on the home of the executive director 
of the Respè party, and the ransacking of the automobile of 
the minister of justice, Paul Denis. Other complaints were 
filed concerning isolated clashes between sympathizers of 
different political parties, gunfire and the illegal carrying of 
weapons by certain candidates and their supporters, verbal 
threats, and the destruction of campaign posters.

The mission also noted widespread fear among 
the electoral authorities, candidates, and representatives 
of political parties and civil society organizations over the 
tendency of campaign tensions to degenerate into incidents 
of violence on, and in the lead-up to, voting day. The acts 
of organized violence in Cap Haitien, Hinche, and Port-
au-Prince during the week of November 15 heightened 
these fears. The mission stressed the importance of the 
joint security plan of MINUSTAH and the PNH, designed 
to prevent disorder and violence. The mission called on all 
political players to redouble their efforts to ensure that the 
presidential and legislative elections of November 28 would 
be peaceful.
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A.  PRE-ELECTION STAGE, FIRST ROUND

The Joint Mission, in its press releases and in its 
discussions with the various participating parties and with 
the CEP during the lead-up to the elections, had flagged or 
publicly deplored several of the problems mentioned above:

•	 Recalling that, by signing the Electoral 
Code of Conduct, the candidates and 
political parties committed themselves 
to promote tolerance, to renounce the 
use of weapons and of physical or verbal 
aggression, and to respect the right of rival 
parties and their supporters to meet and to 
campaign without disruption throughout 
the country;

•	 Calling on all political leaders to 
demonstrate responsible leadership by 
insisting that their supporters remain calm 
and display restraint and tolerance;

•	 Expressing its concern over the action 
taken by the CEP, without any proper 
explanation, to make replacements in the 
lists of supervisors and to exclude persons 
who had been appointed as polling station 
members by political parties;

•	 Recalling the crucial role of the supervisors 
in ensuring that the polling stations 
functioned smoothly on election day;

•	 Urging voters to fulfill their public duties 
and to turn out en masse at the polls;

•	 Appealing for calm on election day and for 
patience while awaiting the preliminary 
results; and

•	 Appealing to the national police and 
the justices of the peace to live up to 
their responsibilities on election day in a 
professional and fair manner.

In addition to the concerns mentioned above, the 
mission stressed repeatedly in its press releases and its 
public comments that the main obstacle to fair elections was 
the CEP's lack of credibility and the high degree of mistrust 
as to its impartiality. The mission also noted that, in light of 
this lack of confidence, any shortcomings and flaws would 

be amplified and viewed through that particular lens. Aware 
that it was perceived in a negative light, the CEP had taken 
steps to improve its image by establishing communication 
and relations with the candidates and political parties, 
and in this way it had to some extent overcome the lack 
of credibility and confidence inspired by its inability to 
respond to the political parties' concerns over the changes 
to the lists of supervisors and polling station members.

As election day approached, there were a number 
of disconcerting signals, particularly the widespread acts of 
pre-election violence, and many fears were expressed about 
how the elections would unfold.

B.  ELECTION DAY, FIRST ROUND

3.1. November 28, 2010

Repeated rumors of massive fraud produced 
an atmosphere of mistrust in which any problem or 
mistake was amplified, taken out of context, and seen as 
a manifestation of the expected fraud. Toward the end of 
the day, chaotic organization, voter frustration, and the 
ransacking of several voting centers produced an alarming 
increase in tensions, which were further aggravated when 
12 of the 19 presidential candidates demanded that the 
elections be annulled because of massive fraud.

The chief of the JEOM, Ambassador Colin 
Granderson, was advised by the special representative 
of the United Nations Secretary-General, Ambassador 
Edmond Mulet, that the security situation was deteriorating, 
especially in the capital city but also in other departments. 
Taking that situation into account as well as the signs of 
imminent problems and the real possibility of widespread 
violence in Port-au-Prince, the chief of mission took the 
decision to call in the observers deployed in the Ouest 
Department. He asked for an assessment of the situation in 
other departments where there had been acts of violence 
that might jeopardize the safety of the observers. As a result, 
the mission also decided to recall the observers stationed in 
the Nord Department, which amounted to withdrawing 50 
percent of the JEOM observers.

Despite the call by the majority of presidential 
candidates to have the elections annulled, the electoral 
process continued to its conclusion, including the counting 
of votes and the publication of results in the majority of 
polling stations. In the afternoon of voting day, two of the 
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presidential candidates, Mrs. Manigat and Mr. Martelly, 
who had demanded annulment of the elections, changed 
their position, as they foresaw the possibility of being 
elected in the second round. This new stance undoubtedly 
helped to enhance the legitimacy of the vote.

Generally speaking, the observers witnessed a 
number of irregularities that tarnished the voting process. 
Most of the polling stations observed opened late, as the 
MBVs had to count the ballots one by one because their 
number varied from one station to the next. In addition, 
the presence of a great many political party poll watchers 
flocking around the polls tended to delay their opening. 
The CEP had stated that it would admit a maximum of five 
party poll watchers at any one time during voting, and many 
of the polling stations had to resort to rotating them, given 
that 68 parties were competing in the elections. The JEOM 
observer teams looked into the complaints received from 
party poll watchers who said they had been barred from 
the polling stations, and found that most such complaints 
were unfounded.
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The observers also reported that some voters were 
unable to find their polling stations or to locate their names 
on the partial voter list. The saturation of the call centers, 
which were overwhelmed by the volume of voters' calls, 
and the ill will and lack of knowledge of polling station 
officials, which kept voters from voting, served to increase 
voter frustration.

In the Departments of Artibonite and Nord, the 
teams reported cases where ballot boxes disappeared. 
The observers also witnessed the practice of repeat voting 
by certain voters with the complicity of poll workers and 
unidentified officials. 

The process continued until the stipulated closing 
time in all departments, despite the destruction of polling 
stations in some places and the annulment of the vote in 
more than 10 percent of stations because of increased 
security issues and acts of violence. According to data 
supplied by MINUSTAH, the number of polling stations 
destroyed did not exceed 4 percent of the total across the 
country.

Given the controversial nature of the events that 
occurred on voting day, the Joint Mission realized it was 
necessary to move quickly to announce its position on the 
validity of the elections. Based on reports provided by the 
field coordinators, a report was drawn up with the mission's 
observations on the proceedings in the presidential and 
legislative elections and the context in which they took 
place. That report was made public at a press conference 
on November 29. The mission considered whether the 
irregularities it had observed were sufficiently widespread 
and numerous as to render the process illegitimate. On the 
basis of its observations in the 11 electoral departments, 
the mission concluded that those irregularities, serious as 
they were, did not necessarily invalidate the process. It also 
considered that the decision of nearly all the presidential 
candidates to demand the annulment of the elections was 
precipitate and regrettable, and it underlined the fact 
that the process had continued through to the end. It also 
noted that the Electoral Law contains provisions allowing 
a candidate to challenge the election of another candidate 
because of irregularities and fraud.

3.2. Coordination with national and international 
observer groups

The Joint Mission held meetings with the 
international missions that participated in observing the 
elections: the Electoral Experts Mission of the European 
Union, the Observation Mission of the International 
Organization of La Francophonie, and the Embassies of 
the United States, Canada, and Japan, which had fielded 
observers. These meetings revealed that the international 
observer missions had a similar appreciation of the events 
on election day in terms of disorganization, irregularities, 
incidents of violence, and their opposition to annulment of 
the elections.

The Joint Mission also met bilaterally with the 
National Network for the Defense of Human Rights 
(RNDDH) to exchange views on the elections. That meeting 
showed that the two organizations held similar views. 
The reports of the Private Sector Economic Forum and the 
Haitian election observation groups (RNDDH, JuriMedia, 
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and CNO) were made available to the mission. Despite 
accusations of errors, irregularities, and fraud that marred 
election day, those reports did not demand that the elections 
be annulled.

C.  POST-ELECTION STAGE, FIRST 
ROUND

3.3. Observation of vote tabulation

The mission continued its observation of the 
electoral process after the voting. On November 29, it 
deployed a team of observers to monitor the compilation 
of votes in the Vote Tabulation Center (CTV), to which 
the bags containing the tally sheets and supporting 
documentation from all the country’s polling stations were 
sent. After receipt and visual inspection of the bags, the 
tally sheets were counted and sent to the Legal Control Unit 
(UCL) for review. The tabulation procedures and criteria 
are contained in the CTV Manual of Procedures, but the 
sections concerning tabulation were not approved by the 
CEP until the second round.

One of the mission's first observations had to do 
with the initial control measure used to identify the tally 
sheets before submitting them for legal verification. This 
control threshold had been set at 225 votes, equivalent to 
50 percent of the maximum number of voters assigned to 
each polling station. The mission insisted that, given the 
low turnout rate, simply using the 50 percent figure was too 
high and did not allow sufficient identification of irregular 
ballots. This control measure was finally reduced to 150 
votes.

The greatest difficulty encountered by the mission 
was to ensure monitoring of the work of the six CEP lawyers 
assigned to the Legal Control Unit located in the CTV. The 
office in which they were working was cramped, without 
adequate space for the observers to move between the work 
tables. Moreover, the time allowed for observation at this 
stage of the process was irregular, which impeded sustained 

observation, as entry was limited to two observers at a 
time and in some cases to only one observer, for a period 
of 10 minutes. The UCL lawyers were for the most part 
uncooperative and unwilling to answer the questions put 
to them. The mission found that a great many of the tally 
sheets reviewed by the UCL were piled together, with the 
risk that the documents could be mixed up. The review of 
the lawyers’ work, conducted by the CTV director and his 
technical coworkers in the context of final quality control, 
was done in a more favorable workplace, which allowed for 
more rigorous observation.

In a letter sent to the CEP on January 26, 2011, 
the mission also expressed its concern over the significant 
number of polling stations in which the counting was not 
completed, and it recommended reopening the count in 
locations where more than 10 percent of the tally sheets 
had not been received and in those where a considerable 
number of voters had been disenfranchised.

3.4. Publication of the preliminary results

The publication of the preliminary election results 
on the evening of December 7 placed Mirlande Manigat in 
the lead, followed by Jude Célestin. That announcement 
was immediately followed by violent demonstrations in 
favor of Mr. Martelly, who then appeared in third place. 
Disturbances of this kind paralyzed Port-au-Prince and Les 
Cayes in particular, as well as other cities and regions of the 
country, for about three days.

In the hope of finding a solution to the post-election 
crisis, the CEP proposed the creation of a special commission 
to verify the preliminary results of the presidential elections. 
It would be composed of representatives of the CEP itself, 
national and international election observer organizations, 
the private sector, and the international community. This 
initiative was rejected by civil society groups, who insisted 
that the Electoral Law made no provision for such a 
situation. The attempt to create this commission failed, and 
it was after this reversal suffered by the CEP that President 
Préval asked the OAS, on December 13, 2010, to send two 
expert missions: one to verify the tabulation of votes from 
the first round of the presidential elections, and the second 
to monitor the challenge phase of the presidential election.

The negotiation of the terms of reference for these 
two missions and their actual execution resulted in the 
postponement of the second round of the presidential 
and legislative elections (which were supposed to be held 
on January 16, 2011) until March 20, 2011. The handover 
of power, which had been slated for February 7, 2011, 
according to the Constitution, could therefore not take 
place on time and the President René Préval’s term of office 
was extended until May 14, pursuant to Article 232 of the 
Electoral Law. The main stakeholders involved agreed on 
the need to have a legitimate government and to avoid, as 
far as possible, creating a transitional regime, which might 
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have postponed yet further the installation of an elected 
government.

3.5. OAS Expert Mission for the Verification of Vote 
Tabulation

The OAS, the Government of Haiti, and the CEP 
signed an agreement on terms of reference for the two ex-
pert missions (see annexes H and I) on December 29, 2010. 
The Expert Mission for the Verification of Vote Tabulation, 
comprising nine members, arrived on December 30 and be-
gan its work in the CTV on December 31. The expert mis-
sion's mandate was to evaluate the practices and procedures 
followed in the presidential elections of November 28, 2010, 
concerning vote tabulation and any other factors that might 
have affected or had a bearing on the preliminary results 
published by the CEP, in accordance with the OAS Charter, 
the Inter-American Democratic Charter, and the standards 
established and applied in this regard by the OAS General 
Secretariat for electoral observation missions, as well as the 
Constitution of Haiti and the Electoral Law.

The mission comprised OAS officials and 
outside experts in such areas as statistics, verification 
of electoral results, data analysis, tabulation of voting 
results, information technologies, electoral organization, 
and election observation. The mission began its work 
in accordance with the following precepts: to conduct a 
transparent and impartial verification, consistent with the 
Electoral Law; to maintain responsible control so that the 
chain of custody in the inspection of CEP documents could 
be audited; and to examine as many data sources as possible 
in preparing its recommendations.

Members of the JEOM core group provided 
pertinent data to the international experts and took part in 
the verification work. After examining a random sample of 
tally sheets, selected by the invited experts with the help of 
statistical tools, they were able to identify some of the more 
"problematic" tally sheets that affected the three candidates 
with the highest number of votes, in different proportions, 
and they could also define the criteria established by the 
Electoral Law for determining their validity. The expert 
mission recommended, among other measures, that 234 
tally sheets considered to be irregular be excluded from 
the final tabulation, and it attached a simulated table of the 
election results. Moreover, the expert mission presented 
recommendations to the electoral authorities on the entire 
electoral process and on the tabulation of votes (Annex H). 

On the day the international experts left, one of the 
invited specialists with the mission deliberately leaked to 
the press a copy of the last draft of the final report. This 
breach of the terms of reference, which stipulated that the 
report must be transmitted to the Haitian authorities before 
being made public, detracted from the perceived integrity 
of the work performed. The final report was sent officially 
to President Préval on January 13 by the chief of the OAS/

CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission. On January 
18, following the visit of the OAS Secretary General, 
President Préval transmitted the report to the CEP for 
consideration, despite his objections and his unhappiness 
over the deliberate leaking of the report before its official 
delivery. 

The CEP immediately announced that it had 
implemented the technical recommendations to improve 
the second round of the elections. It also indicated that it had 
taken into consideration the recommendation concerning 
the ranking of the presidential candidates during the 
challenge and appeals phase, which had been suspended 
while awaiting the report of the OAS expert mission.

3.6. OAS Legal Experts Mission and the challenge 
phase

The second OAS expert mission arrived in Haiti 
on January 24 to follow up on the resumed challenge and 
appeals phase of the electoral process and the decisions of 
the National Electoral Dispute Resolution Bureau (BCEN) 
on the complaints regarding the preliminary results of the 
presidential elections. Its report was transmitted to the 
Government of Haiti on February 4, 2011.

The Joint Mission observed the challenge and 
appeals phase of the legislative elections at the BCEN 
level. Because of the delays in the electoral process and 
the departure of the last departmental coordinators on 
December 21, the mission was unable to observe how the 
challenges were handled by the Departmental Electoral 
Dispute Resolution Bureaus (BCEDs). The mission took note 
of the large number of complaints submitted to the national 
dispute resolution bureaus by candidates for the legislative 
elections. Those candidates also availed themselves of 
the legal remedies provided by the Electoral Law to seek 
redress for their complaints. They claimed that irregularities 
or fraud had prejudiced the results. This recourse to 
due process in an election was of critical importance in 
demonstrating that grievances can be effectively addressed 
through legal procedures.

3.7. Proclamation of the final results

At the conclusion of the challenge and appeals 
phase, the final results of the first round were proclaimed 
on February 3, 2011, after an all-night wait. The published 
results did not show the number or the percentage of 
votes obtained by each of the legislative and presidential 
candidates. Only four of the eight electoral council members 
signed the statement of results from the first round.

Despite numerous criticisms over the way in which 
the presidential results were corrected, most stakeholders 
accepted the outcome and agreed to participate in the 
second electoral round.
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3.8. Period between the two rounds of voting

The Joint Mission took advantage of the period 
between the proclamation of the contested preliminary 
results and the continuation of the electoral process to 
undertake an analysis of the process, express its concerns, 
and raise questions, some of which had already been 
expressed by the candidates, on which the CEP was to 
provide explanations. Those questions dealt, among 
other things, with the accuracy of the voter lists and the 
difficulties encountered by voters in finding their polling 
stations, as well as the scattering of voters with the same 
address among multiple voting centers. After its analysis 
of the process, the JEOM transmitted to the CEP a list of 
recommendations to be implemented in the short term, 
with a view to improving the process for the second round 
of voting on March 20, 2011.

D.  PRE-ELECTION STAGE, SECOND 
ROUND

The second round of presidential voting was 
considered a historically unprecedented event. To begin 
with, it was the first time since the adoption of the 1987 
Constitution that a runoff election had been held. Secondly, 
also for the first time, one of the two presidential candidates 
admitted to a second round was a woman. Lastly, there 
was a considerable improvement in the political climate, 
compared to the first round, which made it possible for 
the electoral authorities to prepare the second round in a 
favorable environment.

The announced return of former President Jean-
Bertrand Aristide sparked speculations among some 
stakeholders as to its possible impact on the electoral 
process. In the end, he returned to the country on March 18, 
i.e., 10 days before voting day. His arrival did not disrupt 
the elections, and the fears expressed by certain sectors did 
not materialize.

The long period of time that elapsed between 
publication of the preliminary results from the first round 
on December 7, 2010, and the proclamation of the final 
results on February 3, 2011, was put to good use by the 
CEP technical staff. They conducted an in-house analysis of 
the problems that arose during the first round and offered 
pertinent recommendations. The electoral authorities 
also took on board the recommendations made by the 
JEOM, by the OAS Expert Mission for the Verification of 
Vote Tabulation, and by other international and national 
observation missions.

3.9. Voter lists

On this occasion the CEP and the ONI coordinated 
their efforts to examine the reliability and accuracy of 
the voter list. Working sessions were held with, among 

others, the technical assistants of MINUSTAH and UNDP 
to determine the feasibility as well as the potential cost of 
implementing the array of recommendations put forward 
with respect to the voter list. As a result, the format of the 
partial voter list was changed in order to make the polling 
station to which each voter was assigned more visible and 
more readily identifiable. This measure had a positive 
impact on voters' ability to identify their polling stations.

3.10. Public awareness campaign

The "Where to Vote?" campaign was launched 
sufficiently in advance, and the capacity of the call centers to 
respond to voters' questions was reinforced. Information on 
the polling station assigned to each voter was disseminated 
through SMS texting and the CEP Website. The public 
response, thanks in particular to the assistance provided 
by the call centers, was noteworthy. On this score, the CEP 
reported on March 15, 2011, five days ahead of the election, 
that the center had received 195,000 requests, about 20,000 
people had visited the "Where to Vote?" campaign online, 
and approximately 20,000 SMS messages had been sent out. 
The number of voters seeking information on the location of 
their polling stations was interpreted as auguring well for 
voter turnout as it was a sign of general public interest in 
the second round of elections.

Other methods of awareness-raising and education 
were also used, including radio and TV spots, posters and 
flyers, and megaphone announcements in markets and 
other public places. However, the general perception of 
the real impact of these measures on voter turnout was at 
best mixed. According to mission observers, these measures 
were applied unevenly in the departments.

3.11. Training of election officers

The CEP initiated a training program for 
supervisors and members of the polling stations. However, 
the program was implemented unevenly. In some 
departments, observers noted a clear improvement in the 
quality of training for supervisors, including an assessment 
of agents after the training sessions. But this did not occur 
everywhere, and in some parts of the country the quality of 
training left much to be desired. In some places, there was 
last-minute manipulation of the lists of election officers, 
and of supervisors in particular, although to a lesser extent 
than in the first round, and this again cast doubt on the 
credibility of the process and at the last minute held up the 
training of polling station members, with the consequent 
adverse effect on the quality of training.

One of the recommendations made by the JEOM 
and the Expert Mission for the Verification of Vote 
Tabulation was to appoint facilitators to help voters find 
their polling stations on election day. Implementation of 
this recommendation was hampered by the manipulation 
of the lists of these agents, which in many cases prevented 
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them from being published on time. In other cases, the lists 
of facilitators were published one or two days before the 
election. Consequently, not all voting centers had facilitators 
on election day. In fact, when the voting centers opened the 
observers identified a facilitator in only 57 percent of the 
centers observed, although this figure rose to 73 percent by 
closing time. The observers' reports indicated that, in the 
cases observed, the facilitators generally did a good job.

3.12. Security

The traditional impunity surrounding electoral 
violations was combated on this occasion by the expulsion 
of supervisors, poll workers, and security agents responsible 
for serious irregularities on election day. During the first 
round several persons were accused of electoral violations 
by the CEP, but the mission was unaware of how justice 
authorities followed up on those charges.

The environment of security and peacefulness 
which had prevailed since mid-December was generally 
maintained after the proclamation of the final results of the 
first round, even though the governing party's presidential 
candidate, Jude Célestin, was excluded from the runoff. In 
addition, MINUSTAH reevaluated the level of risk in each 
polling station in order to respond more effectively to any 
incidents.

3.13. The election campaign

The short election campaign, which began 
on February 20 and lasted until March 18, 2011, was 
characterized by huge rallies in different parts of the country 
in support of the two presidential candidates. Though 
initially peaceful, the presidential campaign was marred in 
its last days by a more strident tone, in a context of rising 
friction and an increasing number of incidents. While the 
media paid less attention to the legislative campaigns, these 
generated far more tension than the presidential elections, 
and at times this led to acts of violence. Nevertheless, the 
more moderate atmosphere was a vast improvement over 
the first round.

E.  ELECTION DAY, SECOND ROUND

3.14. March 20, 2011

On the occasion of the second round of presidential 
and legislative elections on March 20, 2011, voters were 
asked to elect the president of the republic in addition 
to filling 76 of the 99 seats in the Chamber of Deputies 
and seven of 11 seats in the Senate. Mirlande Manigat of 
the RDNP and Michel Joseph Martelly of Repons Peyizan 
competed for the presidency.

Voting was more orderly than in the first round 
thanks to the corrective measures adopted by the CEP, 

which clearly produced a substantial improvement in the 
organization of the elections.

Observers' reports also reflected a positive change 
in the security situation on voting day. The action of 
the security forces was better coordinated. The PNH, 
MINUSTAH, and the electoral security agents worked 
proactively to prevent disruption of the voting process and 
to respond to the violent incidents that occurred on March 
20. This allowed voters to exercise their franchise in a more 
peaceful setting. One positive indicator reflecting this 
improvement was the number of tally sheets forwarded 
to the CTV. In fact, only about 1 percent of the tally sheets 
for the legislative and presidential elections went astray, in 
comparison with 10.3 percent in the first round.

3.15. The voting process

The presence of facilitators in the voting centers 
proved very useful for helping voters find their polling 
stations. In addition, the observers noted that there were 
fewer problems with the voter lists.

Access to the polling stations by political party 
poll watchers was not as problematic as in the first round, 
as there were fewer political parties participating in the 
elections in each district. When the polling stations opened, 
there was an average of four party poll watchers per station. 
Consequently, there were far fewer disputes over their 
access to the stations. Nevertheless, observers reported 
some cases of intimidation attributed to party poll watchers.

There were still many shortcomings. In the Ouest 
Department, and in isolated cases in other departments, 
the principal weaknesses involved errors in the delivery 
of election and voting materials (ballots, ballot boxes, and 
indelible ink), which caused the affected polling stations to 
open late. According to figures provided by MINUSTAH, 
approximately 70 voting centers in the capital city were 
affected by irregularities in the delivery of election materials. 
The prompt response of the UN peacekeeping mission 
in addressing these errors prevented the situation from 
getting out of hand. The CEP extended the voting time in 
the metropolitan zone by one hour in order to make up for 
the delay and to enable voters to cast their votes. Although 
the Electoral Law does not specifically give the CEP this 
power it does not withhold it: Article 164.1 states that if, at 
4:00 p.m., there are still voters waiting to vote, they must 
be admitted. Despite these incidents, the average opening 
time of the stations was 6:57 a.m., i.e., much earlier than in 
the first round.

The JEOM also observed irregularities confined to 
the "red zones," including the removal of ballot boxes, cases 
of voter intimidation, and persons who voted several times. 
However, these incidents were not widespread and did not 
reflect the reality of the voting process in the country.
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The voter turnout rate was slightly higher than in 
the first round, but it did not live up to the expectations 
generated by the response to the “Where to Vote?” 
campaign.

The Joint Mission fielded nearly twice as many 
observers for the second round as for the first. There were 
a total of 201 observers (99 women and 102 men) from 30 
countries, making it possible to cover urban and rural areas 
in the 11 electoral departments and to boost the coverage of 
the voting centers, compared to the first round. The mission 
established mechanisms for coordination with many of the 
national observer groups and took part in information-
sharing sessions with MINUSTAH on election day. It also 
helped the CEP to establish a more effective emergency 
center.

The assessments conducted on election day 
generally agreed that the second round of voting was 
relatively calm and orderly, and that organizational 
improvements had reinforced the credibility and legitimacy 
of the electoral process and, to some extent, of the CEP.

F.  POST-ELECTION STAGE, SECOND 
ROUND

3.16. Observation in the Vote Tabulation Center (CTV)

The CTV's capacity for verification was considerably 
reinforced, and most of the recommendations of the OAS 
Expert Mission for the Verification of Vote Tabulation 
were implemented. CTV procedures were updated and 
strengthened and verification criteria were harmonized and 
given statutory authority. The capacity of the Legal Control 
Unit (UCL) was doubled, from 6 to 12 lawyers, thereby 
improving its working methods. The unit's working space 
was also rearranged, which enabled the lawyers and the 
observers to work under better conditions. Quality-control 
measures were applied at all important stages of the process, 
particularly when it came to verification of the validity of 
the tally sheets and of the Visual Control Unit.

The mission deployed a team of specially trained 
observers to monitor the functioning of the CTV 24 hours 
a day. The observers paid special attention to the process 
of legal verification by the UCL, and were particularly 
active in alerting UCL supervisors or CTV management 
to shortcomings observed in the verification process, so 
that immediate corrective measures could be taken. These 
observations and questionings struck a positive note with 
the CTV directors who, despite some initial doubts, realized 
that the observers' approach was enhancing the reliability 
and integrity of CTV verification.

The mission had proposed to the CEP an observation 
protocol for the CTV. The CTV itself drafted observation 
guidelines setting out the relationship between the 
observers and the Center—guidelines that were somewhat 
strict initially but that were gradually relaxed as the two 
sides came to understand each other better. 

Among the welcome innovations was the 
establishment of information sessions conducted by the 
CTV directors, where the observers could learn in detail 
about the progress of work, ask questions, and make 
observations and recommendations. Although these 
sessions did not begin as early in the process as promised, 
they proved to be quite useful. Another innovation was 
to invite the presidential candidates to deploy their own 
observers. This was a welcome gesture of transparency on 
the part of the CEP.

With the adoption of parameters for the selection 
of tally sheets for inspection, some 60 percent of the sheets 
were verified, compared to 10 percent in the first round. 
This huge increase in the volume of work made it necessary 
to strengthen the UCL and also caused a four-day delay in 
tabulating the preliminary results, which were finally made 
public on April 4. As a result of the increased number of tally 
sheets verified, a greater number of sheets were discarded 
for irregularities. For the presidential vote, 15.32 percent of 
all tally sheets were discarded; for the legislative elections, 
the corresponding figures were 12 percent for senators and 
7 percent for deputies.
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The UCL devoted more time to examining the 
presidential tally sheets, as in this case the lawyers paid 
closer attention to the partial voter list (LEP), which contains 
the national ID numbers (NIN) of persons who have voted. 
The presence, absence, or falsification of the NIN makes it 
possible to check the validity of the information reported 
on the tally sheet and, consequently, the vote cast. This 
represented an innovation that enhanced the reliability of 
the preliminary results. The CTV decided to annul legislative 
tally sheets from those polling stations where the LEP was 
deemed to be irregular after verification of the presidential 
tally sheets, given that there was only one LEP per station. 
The effort to make the verification more rigorous than in 
the first round was worthwhile and allowed the CTV to 
enhance the reliability of the preliminary results.

On the last day before the preliminary results 
were transmitted, the work of the CTV was disrupted 
by rumors about the possible winner of the presidential 
contest. Untimely late-night visits by CEP members 
merely reinforced suspicions that the results were being 
manipulated. After an investigation, the JEOM concluded 
that the allegations were groundless and it stated this 
conclusion publicly on April 5, 2011, through press release 
#26.

3.17. The challenge and appeals phase

The efforts to improve the second round of the 
presidential and legislative elections also involved the 
challenge and appeals phase of the electoral process. A 
UNDP legal expert made recommendations to the CEP 
on improving the procedural aspects of this phase so as 
guarantee a minimum of procedural impartiality. Those 
recommendations were transmitted to the presidents of the 
BCEDs and to the CEP lawyers who served as judges for the 
two challenge levels during the training sessions.

The Joint Mission observed the handling of 
complaints concerning the legislative elections in 11 
departmental dispute resolution bureaus (BCEDs). Seventy-
seven cases concerning candidates for the Chamber of 
Deputies and four cases concerning candidates for the 
Senate were submitted to the BCEDs. Some of these bureaus 
dismissed the complaints on procedural grounds, while 
others heard the cases submitted. Nevertheless, 98 percent 
of the decisions adopted stipulated that the departmental 
dispute resolution bureaus were not competent in this area, 
and the complaints were sent on to the national dispute 
resolution bureaus. Of these cases, 64 corresponded to the 
Chamber of Deputies and four to the Senate. Considering 
the number of decisions referred to the national dispute 
resolution bureaus, it would seem that most of the 
departmental bureaus were functioning as complaint 
registration offices instead of attempting to determine the 
truth of the allegations presented by the claimants and 
taking decisions that could then be rejected or confirmed by 

the national bureaus upon appeal.

The recommendation made by the Joint Mission 
and the OAS Expert Mission for the Verification of Vote 
Tabulation to publish scanned copies of the tally sheets 
on the CEP Website proved very useful. The copies gave 
the lawyers a source of information on the grounds for 
excluding the tally sheets, which they were able to use for 
the benefit of their clients.

The national dispute resolution bureaus did not 
function particularly well. The time allocated to the hearings 
was not sufficient in every case for the lawyers to develop 
their arguments properly. The judges presiding over the 
hearings did not require the lawyers and the candidates to 
provide evidence for their allegations or to substantiate their 
claims for the incorporation or exclusion of results of the 
polling stations at issue. This approach adversely affected 
the quality of the decisions of the national bureaus, which 
for the most part were rendered without any arguments or 
supporting evidence and were based on the exclusion or 
inclusion of tally sheets without any prior verification. The 
integrity of the national dispute resolution bureaus’ work 
was undermined by rumors that certain candidates had 
"bought" favorable rulings. Those rumors reached such a 
pitch that the Senate created a committee of investigation to 
determine their legitimacy. Judicial proceedings were also 
brought against the magistrates of the CEP. These measures 
continued until the JEOM left Haiti.

3.18. Proclamation of the final election results

The final results of the presidential and legislative 
elections were published on April 20. The victory of Michel 
Joseph Martelly was a mere formality, as no complaints 
concerning the presidential elections were brought before 
the electoral dispute resolution bureau. On the contrary, 
announcement of the legislative election results gave rise to 
a new controversy: following the decisions handed down 
by the national bureau, 17 preliminary results for deputies' 
seats were overturned, 15 of them in favor of the ruling 
party, Inité. The outcomes for two of the Senate seats were 
also overturned, one in favor of the Inité candidate. This 
reinforced the criticisms and suspicions expressed during 
the challenge phase to the effect that the electoral judges had 
deliberately changed the results. These decisions of the CEP 
sparked a new crisis as violent protests erupted in many 
districts. The disputed results also led council member 
Ginette Chérubin, who rejected the changes in rankings, 
to submit her resignation, a gesture that further eroded the 
credibility of the electoral institution and its decisions.
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3.19. Examination by the JEOM of the disputed 
outcomes of the legislative elections

With the object of putting an end to the crisis, the 
Haitian authorities requested the Joint Mission to verify 
the disputed results. The mission accepted this task, 
acting within its mandate and following the procedures 
established by the two OAS expert missions deployed in 
the wake of the challenges to the first-round results. The 
Joint Mission examined the disputed cases and conducted a 
verification in the CTV of the tally sheets in question.

Following the verification, the mission observed 
that the national dispute resolution bureau had not taken 
its decisions with the legal rigor called for in juridical 
proceedings. In general, the bureau merely proclaimed the 
winner without setting out the arguments or the reasoning 
that led to the decision and without assessing the evidence. 
Ignoring completely the criteria established by the CEP 
itself, the judges of the national dispute resolution bureaus 
decided to annul or validate the tally sheets as requested 
by the plaintiffs or the defendants without performing the 
prior verification required by the Electoral Law. This state 
of affairs undermined the fairness and the validity of the 
national bureaus' decisions. 

The JEOM concluded that in the absence of reasons 
underpinning the decisions and in the absence of prior 
verification to determine which tally sheets should have 
been set aside or counted to change the number of votes 
and therefore the ranking of the candidates, the CEP should 
go back to the preliminary results in each of the 18 cases 
examined.

In the face of domestic and international pressure, 
the CEP finally decided to establish a special national 
dispute resolution bureau to re-open and hear the 18 
contested cases. This time around, the bureau took the 
critical step of verifying the tally sheets at the CTV, a step 
that had been totally omitted previously. This verification 
was done in the presence of the JEOM and other national 
and international observers. After reviewing the files and 
completing the work at the CTV, the judges deliberated 
behind closed doors. The CEP informed the observers of 
the results of the decisions of the special national dispute 
resolution bureau shortly before announcing them publicly.

At this meeting, the mission and other observers 
expressed reservations about the treatment of three cases 
in particular. For these cases, the JEOM recommended 
that the special dispute resolution bureau apply the same 
verification procedures as those used for all the other cases 
examined, which had helped determine the accuracy of the 
results. However, these recommendations were not taken 
on board. Although the results had been transmitted to the 
president of the republic several days before the handover 
of power to the new president, they were not immediately 
published.

With no publication of the results in the official 
gazette, Le Moniteur, the crisis over the final legislative 
results dragged on, and this sparked sharp criticism of the 
CEP and hampered the work of the Chamber of Deputies, 
in particular, by denying it a parliamentary quorum. The 
CEP found a way out by submitting the individual lists 
before they were published in Le Moniteur. Finally, 13 of 
the 17 results for deputy were published, as well as the 
two results for the Senate. By the time the JEOM left Haiti, 
the authorities had not made any public statement about 
how the four remaining parliamentary outcomes would be 
handled.

3.20. Women in the elections

The OAS/CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation 
Mission, following the precepts of the OAS Inter-American 
Democratic Charter of 2001 and resolution 1325 (2000) 
of the United Nations Security Council, gave special 
consideration to the representation of women at all stages 
in its observation of the electoral process in Haiti. Thus, 
the four-member core group that initially set up the JEOM 
office in Port-au-Prince included two women, one of whom 
served as deputy chief of mission and the other as a political 
analyst. The core group was subsequently extended to a 
total of 15 members, five of whom were women (including 
the legal advisor, financial officer, and logistics officer). As 
the election process advanced, the mission was reinforced 
with the arrival of 20 coordinators, nine of whom were 
women. For the first round of the 2010-2011 presidential and 
legislative elections, the JEOM had a total of 118 observers 
(52 women and 66 men) from 27 countries. For the second 
round, the number of female coordinators rose to 11 and 
there were a total of 201 observers (99 women and 102 men) 
from 30 countries.

During the Joint Electoral Observation Mission, the 
observers paid special attention to the role of women in the 
electoral process. For the first time in Haiti's history, two 
of the 19 candidates for president were women: Mirlande 
Manigat and Anne Marie Josette Bijou. One of them, 
Mirlande Manigat, received the highest number of votes 
in the first round and participated in the runoff, where 
she came in second with 31.74 percent of the votes. Michel 
Joseph Martelly was the winner, with 67.57 percent.

In the Chamber of Deputies, women were elected 
to only six of the 99 seats. No woman was elected to any 
of the 11 seats in the Senate. In 30 percent of the polling 
stations observed, a woman presided; in 39 per cent, the 
vice-president was female; and in 34 percent, the secretary 
was a woman. Of the 11 Departmental Electoral Bureaus, 
only one was headed by a woman; another had a female 
vice-president.
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FEMALE 
CANDIDATES

ELECTORAL 
DISTRICT

POLITICAL 
PARTY

Marie Denise 
BERNADEAU

CENTRE - 
THOMONDE LAVNI

Guerda BENJAMIN 
BELLEVUE

CENTRE - 
SAVANETTE

ANSANM NOU 
FO

Ogline PIERRE
SUD – CAMP 
PERRIN/
MANICHE

MOCHRENHA

Phanese J.R. 
LAGUERRE

NORD EST / 
VALLIERES/ 
CARICE/MOBIN 
CROCHU

SOLIDARITE

Ruffine	LABBE
SUD EST - LA 
VALLEE DE 
JACMEL

ANSANM NOU 
FO

Marie Jossie 
ETIENNE

NORD - MILOT/
PLAINE DU 
NORD

RASAMBLE

3.21. Acts of intimidation against the media

The tensions and protests that stemmed from 
disputed aspects of the electoral process had a negative 
impact on the media. Threats were made against a private 
radio station in the capital that was perceived to have openly 
supported one of the presidential candidates. Political 
divisions over reporting policy at the state television 
station led to internal turmoil and to the dismissal of many 
staff members. In the wake of the problems caused by the 
disputed legislative results, several radio journalists in the 
provinces were forced into hiding because of their reporting 
or the position they adopted. At least two community radio 
stations were damaged or destroyed. These incidents of 
intimidation or violence against the media were completely 
at odds with the freedom of the press that Haitians have 
enjoyed in recent years.
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G.  COMPLAINTS 

ELECTORAL COMPLAINTS FORM
OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission 
for the Presidential and Legislative Elections in Haiti

(First Round - November 28, 2010)

Date Department/Observer Location Name of Complainant/ 
Title/Political Organization Description/Relevant Electoral Provisions

28/11/10 Artibonite / Tomas 
Jaldedo

Ecole 
Nationale de 
Platon

Valmy Jacques/CNO ISC Observed individuals voting multiple times; the 
members of the BV did not take any action to prevent it.

28/11/10 Artibonite / Laura 
Kalfon

Ecole Sainte 
Claire

Casseus Danica /Assistant 
Supervisor 

Alleges that two individuals who had already signed the 
provisional voter list were prevented from voting by the 
VP (Vice President) of the BV.

28/11/10 Artibonite / Laura 
Kalfon

Ecole Sainte 
Claire Hubermann Orelus Alleges that the VP of the BV left several times during 

the vote and was not replaced.

28/11/10 Grand-Anse / O. 
Asturias

Ecole Nord 
Alexis Etienne Marie Flore Jessica

Complains that her name was on the partial list but not 
on the BV list – as a result, she was prevented from 
voting.

28/11/10 Grand-Anse / O. 
Asturias

Lycée Nord 
Alexis Marie Giselaine Dessources Had	a	CIN	but	could	not	find	her	name	on	the	list	of	

any BV – as a result, she was prevented from voting.

28/11/10 Ouest / Ingvild Burkey

Delmas 
Ville, David 
Mondesir 
Institution 
Mixte

Dave-Ansy Laguerre

Alleges that the BV did not open until 9:30 and that 
most individuals were unable to vote because their 
names were not on the list; further alleges that ballot 
boxes were 1/3 full when the BV opened. 

28/11/10 Ouest / Lara Bremner

College 
Mission 
Baptiste 
Fermantre

Jean Robert Ermilus/ 
CEP Principal Supervisor 
Kenscoff

A ballot box had only one safety strap instead of two. 

28/11/10 Ouest / Lara Bremner Fermathe
Evelyne Cheron / 
Candidate for Senate / 
RESPE 

Complains	that	many	individuals	could	not	find	their	
names on the list and as a result were prevented from 
voting.

28/11/10 Ouest / J C Herraud Institute Info  Pierre Cambel Had a CIN but could not vote because his name was not 
on the list.

28/11/10 Ouest Ecole National 
Geffrard

Jean Baptiste Samuel / 
AYITI AN AKSYON

Complains that the BV supervisor refused to work 
– when Mr. Samuel complained, the supervisor was 
replaced by someone close to him. 

28/11/10 Nippes / Nancy 
Robinson

Bureau de 
Bezin 1e 
Section

Dare Jean Kechener / 
RENMEN AYITI Could not enter the BV to monitor the vote.

28/11/10 Nippes / Nancy 
Robinson

Ecole 
Nationale de 
Charller

Jean Claude Remy

Was unable to vote because he did not receive a CIN, 
despite applying well in advance of the deadline 
(showed COV receipt) – alleges that many in his 
community faced the same problem.
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28/11/10 Nippes / Nancy 
Robinson

Ecole 
Nationale du 
Petite Rivere

Flaurence Sandonee
Was unable to vote because she did not receive a 
CIN, despite applying well in advance of the deadline 
(showed COV receipt).

28/11/10 Ouest / Eric Mielczarek

Ecole 
Nationale de 
la Croix des 
Missions 

Multiple

Many instances of individuals being unable to vote 
despite	having	verified	their	appropriate	voting	
locations earlier at the COV; list of names of individuals 
who	could	not	find	their	names	on	the	list	or	on	lists	in	
the surrounding area (21 names).
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ELECTORAL COMPLAINTS FORM
OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission 
for the Presidential and Legislative Elections in Haiti 

(Second Round - March 20, 2011)

Date of 
incident Department/Observer Location

Name of Complainant/ 
Title/Political 
Organization

Description

20/03/11 Sud-Est / J.M. Baudot Ecole Nationale 
du bourg

Clervilson Chrisnel/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Complaint directed at INITE candidate Lesly Guirand – 
alleges he threatened a PLAPH polling station member 
(Edzer Jean) and used his authority to intimidate other BV 
members.

20/03/11 Sud-Est / J.M. Baudot Ecole Nationale 
de Mayette

Clervilson Chrisnel/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Complaint directed at Berthony Ulysse, CV supervisor 
– alleges that the supervisor is an INITE partisan who 
allowed children to vote and assigned three PLAPH 
representatives to one BV.

20/03/11 Sud-Est / J.M. Baudot Boucan Belier et 
Bordes

Clervilson Chrisnel/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Complaint directed at Canes Arreus, CASEC – alleges he 
offered	money	to	voters	waiting	in	line	in	order	to	influence	
their votes (in favor of INITE).

20/03/11 Sud-Est / J.M. Baudot
Ecole 
Presbyterale de 
Pelagie

Clervilson Chrisnel/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Complaint directed at the CV supervisor – alleges that the 
supervisor is an INITE partisan who encouraged supporters 
to assault a PLAPH poll watcher (Aloner Uranus).

20/03/11 Grand Anse / L.J. 
Narvaez Duchity

Ronald Etienne/ 
Candidate for deputy/ 
PLAPH

Multiple	allegations	–	including:	(1)	a	police	officer	
assaulted a PLAPH representative, creating a distraction 
which allowed INITE partisans to stuff the ballot boxes; (2) 
other	instances	of	ballot-box	stuffing	by	INITE	partisans,	
which were not recorded by supervisors. 

20/03/11 Grand Anse / L.J. 
Narvaez Beaumont

Ronald Etienne/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Alleges that INITE partisans stuffed ballot boxes at the 
Ecole Nationale Nouvelle CV and that the supervisor did 
not record the incident.

20/03/11 Grand Anse / L.J. 
Narvaez Iles Cayemitte

Ronald Etienne/ 
Candidate for deputy /
PLAPH

Handwriting – illegible

20/03/11 Grand Anse / L.J. 
Narvaez Iles Cayemitte Alteda Pierre Etienne/

PLAPH

Alleges multiple voting by INITE partisans – further alleges 
that when he confronted them, he was assaulted – further 
alleges that ballots were destroyed and thrown into the sea.

20/03/11 Artibonite / A.M. 
Caceres Dessalines Innocent Herold

Complaint directed against a LAVNI partisan – alleges 
that he made death threats and threatened to burn down the 
Communal Electoral Bureau and the Peace Court (Tribunal 
de la Paix).

20/03/11 Nord-Est / D. Faguudes
Ecole 
Presbyterale 
(Ferrier)

Beauvais Fedend Alleges the presence of campaign propaganda in the CV. 

20/03/11 Ouest / V. Benavente Ecole Normale 
de Martissant Jean Geanin The	complainant	could	not	find	his	name	on	the	voter	list.

20/03/11 Ouest / V. Benavente Ecole Normale 
de Martissant

Bouronze Seiveilles / 
RESPONS PEYIZAN Handwriting – illegible

20/03/11 Ouest  / D. Rose Joseph S. Jean The	complainant	could	not	find	his	name	on	the	voter	list.



20/03/11 Ouest La Voix des 
Enfants

Paul Jean Michel 
/ PLATEFORM 
LIBERATION

Alleges that ALTERNATIV partisans threatened him and 
others present in the BV.

20/03/11 Ouest / E. Roux
Ecole Eglise 
Conservatrice 
Lamothe

Lamore Harold The complainant alleges that the CV did not open until 9:30 
a.m.

20/03/11 Ouest / E. Roux
Ecole Eglise 
Conservatrice 
Lamothe

Filama Inelie / REPONS 
PEYIZAN

The CEP asked the BV to open at 6:00 a.m. but by 9:00 
a.m. it had still not started to operate.

20/03/11 Artibonite Lycée 
Bicentenaire

Francois J. Lucizno / 
INITE

Alleges the presence of AAA and RDNP campaign 
propaganda in the CV. 

20/03/11 Grande Anse / P. Minn Ecole Nationale 
Petion La Forest Serge Louis The	complainant	could	not	find	his	name	on	the	voter	list;	

he went to three CVs.

20/03/11 Nord / P. Ruotte Ecole Jean XXIII Ivonne Valneus The	complainant	could	not	find	her	name	on	the	voter	list;	
she, contacted the call center but without any results.

20/03/11 Nord / L.R. Pintor
Ecole 
Louvertaire La 
Playe

Jules Lunise / CNO

Alleges that a group of bandits entered the CV and took 
all the ballots for deputies, then returned with them and 
stuffed the ballot boxes. Also alleges that the poll watchers 
pressured voters to vote for their candidates.

20/03/11 Ouest / V. Benavente Ecole Normale 
de Martissant

Simon Guyto / 
RESPONS PEYIZAN

Alleges that an INITE partisan received money from INITE 
in exchange for blocking access by RP supporters to the 
BVs. 

20/03/11 Ouest / V. Benavente Ecole Normale 
de Martissant Julot Magna / INITE Alleges that the supervisors were RESPONS PEYIZAN 

partisans.

20/03/11 Ouest / V. Benavente Ecole Normale 
de Martissant Jean-Claude Vernet The	complainant	could	not	find	his	name	on	the	voter	list.

20/03/11 Artibonite / J. Barranco BEC de 
Dessalines

Innocent Herold 
/ President of the 
Dessalines Communal 
Electoral	Office

Berto Vertilus / VP of the 
Dessalines Communal 
Electoral	Office

Allege ongoing threats against them by Max Lamothe 
and Hubermann Aurelus (LAVNI partisans) – threats to 
kill them and to burn down the town, if the results did not 
support their candidate (Garcia Delva).

Lamothe and Hubermann accuse the complainants of 
altering the tally sheets to support another candidate.

20/03/11 Ouest II / T. Auguste
Croix des 
Bouquets / 
Thomazeau 

Price Cyprien / Candidate 
for deputy / PONT

Alleges that rival candidate Jean Tholbert Alexis 
(ANSANM NOU FO) received support and preferential 
treatment, including license to commit illegal activities, 
from	a	number	of	high-powered	Haitian	officials	(including	
the minister of justice, the vice president of the CEP, 
and the police commissioner). Further alleges that his 
allegations resulted in death threats against himself and his 
family.

Alleges massive fraud in a total of six CVs (Lycée de 
Dumay, Lycée de Sibert, Centre d’Etude de Marin, Ecole 
Jacques Stephen Alexis, Ecole National de Vaudreuil, Ecole 
National de Lillavois).

Alleges that Alexis tampered with the list of supervisors 
with	support	from	the	District	Electoral	Office	and	the	
CEP, intimidated supervisors, and ordered an assault on an 
individual.
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The work of the Vote Tabulation Center (CTV) was 
critical for detecting and filtering out irregular results. This 
was possible because of improvements in its procedures 
and strengthening of its verification capabilities. However, 
there is still room for improvement, especially through 
more effective training for staff of the Legal Control Unit. 
The problems encountered during the challenge phase of 
the second round underscore the need to forge stronger 
links between the verification work of the CTV and the 
decisions taken by the electoral dispute resolution bureaus, 
consistent with the pertinent articles of the Electoral Law.

The forging of stronger ties between the CTV’s 
verification work and the deliberations and decisions of 
the electoral dispute resolution bureaus, geared toward 
determining the final election results, constituted a 
fundamental step forward that, in the future, will make 
the Haitian electoral process more robust, transparent, and 
equitable, thereby enhancing its credibility and legitimacy.

The OAS/CARICOM JEOM wishes to express its 
gratitude to those member states and permanent observers 
of the OAS whose financial support made it possible for the 
mission to be present in Haiti over the period of 10 months 
covering the first and second rounds of the elections: 
Argentina, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Finland, France, 
Luxembourg, Norway, Panama, Peru, Portugal, Slovenia, 
Spain, Suriname, Switzerland, the United States of America, 
and the European Union.

The OAS/CARICOM JEOM also wishes to thank 
all national and international players involved from near or 
far in the elections. Without their collaboration, the JEOM's 
work would not have been possible.

CHAPTER IV. CONCLUSIONS
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The JEOM had to work in a particularly difficult 
political environment. The lack of trust in the electoral 
body constituted a permanent obstacle and influenced the 
behavior of political players in the electoral process. Despite 
this, the process continued to its conclusion and allowed 
for a peaceful transition of power from one democratically 
elected government to another.

The Joint Mission maintained excellent working 
relations with the various stakeholders in the electoral 
process, including political parties and candidates, 
government authorities, civil society, the communications 
media, and international participants involved in the 
electoral process. A key factor here was the series of 
recommendations that the JEOM made at various stages to 
the CEP for improving the process and its credibility. The 
second round of voting went much more smoothly than 
the first from the technical, organizational, and security 
viewpoints.

The members of the Joint Mission pursued their 
observation work proactively. Accordingly, they deployed 
efforts to help the CEP and its election officers identify 
problems, address shortcomings, and resolve disputes. 
This approach also involved close cooperation with all 
stakeholders participating in the elections.

Efforts to strengthen training for election 
officers and to foster a sense of civic service to a broader 
community were a powerful tool for reducing the number 
of irregularities and did much to enhance the electoral 
process.



The mission presents the following suggestions to 
the CEP with a view to remedying the weaknesses identified 
during observation of the electoral process that led to the 
holding of the first and second rounds of the presidential 
and legislative elections in Haiti on November 28, 2010, and 
March 20, 2011, respectively.

5.1. Provisional Electoral Council (CEP)

On the basis of its observation work, the mission 
considers it essential to establish a permanent electoral 
body that will not only enhance the accountability of the 
magistrates but will also institutionalize good practices 
among the CEP operating agents. This is crucial in order to 
preserve institutional memory, take advantage of election 
officers' experience, and reinforce the magistrates’ political 
accountability.

The mission calls upon the new Government of Haiti 
to take all steps necessary to give effect to the constitutional 
provisions for appointing a Permanent Electoral Council.

5.2. Legal framework

The mission considers that the Electoral Law should 
be revised in order to fill existing gaps, simplify certain 
mechanisms, clarify the responsibilities of the bodies that 
make up the electoral institution, and specify the scope of 
that law's provisions in order to limit ambiguities.

5.2.1.	Election	officers

Mechanisms must be established for effectively 
sanctioning any electoral authority that seeks in any way to 
manipulate the list of election officers.

The mission recommends establishing a clearly 
defined role for political party poll watchers and the 
conditions for granting them access to the polling stations 
on election day, in order to avoid controversies.

The mission considers that the appointment of 
polling station members by political parties, as stipulated 
in the Electoral Law, was prejudicial to the proper conduct 
of voting. It suggests that the mechanism for recruiting 
polling station members be changed in order to make the 
process more transparent.

5.2.2.	Administrative	provisions

On the administrative front, the JEOM considers 
that the responsibilities and the role of the electoral council 
members, as well as those of senior management and 
the resulting executive structure, should be more clearly 
defined by the law in order to avoid any ambiguity.

The current provisions of the law are not sufficiently 
clear as to the role and responsibility of the Departmental 
Electoral Bureaus (BED) and the Communal Electoral 
Bureaus (BEC). The mission considers that a better definition 
of the tasks incumbent on the different levels of the electoral 
institution could contribute to better control of both bodies 
and greater efficiency in the electoral machinery.

The same logic applies to the dispute resolution 
bureaus responsible for hearing electoral challenges at the 
departmental (BCED) and national (BCEN) levels: their 
powers and responsibilities need to be clearly defined in 
order to make the procedure more efficient.

5.2.3.	Register	of	voters

After consulting stakeholders involved in compiling 
the register of voters, the mission strongly recommends that 
the deadline for voter registration be legally established at 
six months prior to election day, in order to give the National 
Identification Office (ONI) sufficient time to process the data 
on new registrants and to transmit said data to the CEP so 
that it can respect the time limits set by the Electoral Law. At 
the same time, the ONI would benefit from additional time 
for printing and distributing CINs throughout the country.

5.2.4.	Vote	Tabulation	Center	(CTV)

The Electoral Law should redefine the role of the 
CTV to include the verification of tally sheets as well as pre-
established criteria for determining their validity.

5.2.5.	Electoral	challenges

The Electoral Law should clearly stipulate that 
in considering whether to include or exclude tally sheets 
the BCEN (in the absence of a specific commission for this 
purpose) must first consult the CTV, which will verify the 
documentation in question and prepare a report for the 
bureau.

CHAPTER V. RECOMMENDATIONS
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5.3.	Political	parties

	 The mission calls upon the Haitian authorities 
to adopt the Political Parties Law as quickly as 
possible, in order to provide a legal framework 
for political groups, to regulate the establishment 
of political parties, and to foster transparency in 
their financing. The mission recommends that the 
financing of political parties during and outside the 
electoral period should be made public in order to 
enhance transparency.

	 The mission calls upon the electoral authorities to 
work with the political parties outside the electoral 
period to strengthen ties between political players 
and the electoral authorities and to enhance 
political stakeholders' understanding of the legal 
framework governing elections and the procedure 
to be followed in each phase of the process. 
Regular meetings could be held between political 
party representatives and the electoral authorities 
with a view to institutionalizing channels of 
communication and agreeing on uniform criteria 
for the recruitment of party poll watchers and 
polling station members.

	 The mission calls on the CEP to continue holding 
briefings with political parties during the election 
period.

5.4. Electoral organization

5.4.1.	Electoral	administration

	 Strengthen communication between the BEC, 
the BED, and the CEP in order to ensure proper 
coordination of their activities on election day.

	 Strengthen communication among the various 
directorates of the CEP to achieve better 
coordination of electoral operations.

	 Adopt procedural manuals for all phases of 
the election process, clearly spelling out all the 
responsibilities of each section.

	 Computerize the election day emergency 
center to make it more effective and to expedite 
the handling of problems detected.

5.4.2.	Election	personnel

	 Greater attention must be paid to the training of 
election officers at all levels. Training should be 
provided at various times to ensure that agents 
understand and remember the information 

communicated. The mission also considers it 
necessary to do everything possible to avoid last-
minute training.

	 Likewise, recruitment of election officials should 
take place in all transparency and should be based 
on experience and merit. To this end, the reasons 
for rejecting or accepting candidates as election 
officials, whether appointed by the CEP or by the 
political parties, should be published together with 
the lists of candidates accepted or rejected.

	 The performance of all election officials involved 
in previous elections should be assessed on the 
basis of objective, predetermined criteria. Agents 
who have not met the assessment criteria should be 
replaced through transparent recruitment based on 
professional competence.

	 Training should be mandatory for all agents. They 
should sign an attendance sheet at the beginning 
and end of training.

	 Election officers (supervisors, polling station 
members, ASEs, facilitators) found guilty of 
irregularities should be punished and banned from 
recruitment in subsequent elections.

	 Following the training, manuals should be provided 
to agents for the use of polling station members, 
along with the other materials used on election 
day, to help them visualize the various stages of the 
voting process.

	 The mission invites the electoral authorities to 
maintain and strengthen the role of the facilitators.

	 Training should emphasize the following aspects:

•	 Opening the polling stations on time;
•	 Rigorous verification of CINs and their 

registration in the LEP;
•	 Exhaustive investigation of the names of 

voters on the LEP in order to prevent the 
exclusion of voters.

•	 Methodical use of indelible ink; 
•	 Detailed treatment of the tally sheets, the 

discharge form, and the LEP; 
•	 Evaluation of election officers at the end of 

training to verify the level of knowledge 
acquired; and

•	 The importance of agents' responsibilities 
and of the civic duty they perform on 
election day.

	 Respect the criteria of professionalism and 
experience in selecting supervisors, who must 
provide training to election officers, coordinate 
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stakeholders, and arbitrate any disputes that may 
arise on election day.

	 Ensure the visibility of all election officers.

5.4.3.	Poll	watchers

	 Ensure the timely provision of accreditation to poll 
watchers and make election officers aware of the 
importance of valid credentials.

	 Include a photograph in the accreditations.

	 Establish a time limit for submitting the lists of poll 
watchers.

	 Establish clear procedures for selecting poll 
watchers and for determining the number to be 
allowed into each polling station and their rotation.

5.4.4.	Vote	Tabulation	Center	(CTV)

	 Enhance the training of lawyers of the Legal Control 
Unit (UCL). 

	 Enhance quality control in the UCL. 

	 Prepare random samples of tally sheets to avoid 
having a single lawyer examine all the sheets from 
the same district.

	 Consider combining all the tally sheets from the 
same polling station to allow for more in-depth 
verification in light of the LEP but also of other tally 
sheets. 

	 Publish the national and local results, both 
preliminary and official, for the presidential, 
legislative, municipal, and local elections, by 
candidate and by party, in order to give voters a 
better understanding of the elections (preeminence 
of one party throughout the country) and to give 
political parties key information about electoral 
geography to enable them to refine their strategies.

5.5. Voter list

	 Improve the procedure for transferring information 
between the ONI and the CEP with the help of a 
data transmission protocol that will define the 
responsibilities, tasks, and calendar for the pre-
election period.

	 Conduct prior quality control, comparing the 
databases of the two institutions. 

	 Define	 in	 advance	 mechanisms	 for	 updating	 the	
voter list. 

	 Post the voter list (LECV) in a prominent place in 
the voting center at least two weeks prior to election 
day to allow voters to verify that their names are 
registered. 

	 Ensure that the voter list is published in such a 
way that voters can readily identify their polling 
stations.

	 Standardize the format of compound names on the 
voter lists to avoid any confusion.

	 Avoid the scattering of family members living at 
the same address among various voting centers.

5.6. Voter education and information

	 Prolong and intensify the voter awareness 
campaign, with emphasis on innovative and 
effective media for reaching the maximum number 
of citizens.

	 Offer voters at least one facilitator in each polling 
station to show them the station to which they have 
been assigned. The facilitators should be trained 
at the same time as the polling station members. 
They should have a copy of the LECV and the LEC 
for the commune in which they are located. They 
should have privileged access to the call center on 
election day in order to provide guidance to voters.

5.7. Election materials

	 Ballots should be numbered and contained in ballot 
books with numbered stubs. 

	 Election materials should be delivered in advance, 
under the supervision of BED and BEC personnel. 

	 Instructions for use of the election kits should be 
written in Créole. 

	 The voting booth format should be changed to 
guarantee secrecy of the vote. 

	 Steps must be taken to ensure that the ballots 
delivered correspond to the appropriate electoral 
district. 

	 Accreditations for national and international 
observers and for poll watchers and the media 
must be produced and made available in a timely 
fashion.
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5.8. Security

	 Strengthen coordination between the ASEs and the 
PNH to guarantee security at polling stations and 
voting centers.

	 Maintain a constant and effective PNH presence in 
the vicinity of all polling stations.

	 Clearly define the role and responsibilities of 
personnel involved in security within and outside 
the polling stations.

5.9. Media

	 Inform and explain to the media the conditions for 
access to the polling stations and voting centers on 
election day.
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1. Mission Objectives

Under the agreement between the General Secretariat of the Organization of American States, the Government of 
the Republic of Haiti, and the Provisional Electoral Council (the Agreement), two missions were established, one to verify 
the vote tally from the presidential election of November 28, 2010, and the other to provide technical legal assistance during 
the challenges phase of the electoral process at the presidential level (Annex I).

The first mission issued its report on January 13, 2011.  The report was sent to the President of the Republic, His 
Excellency Mr. René Préval, who sent it in turn to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP).  The Council made it available 
to the general public, to the political parties, and to the candidates, ensuring, by way of a press release of January 18, 2011, 
that the report would be taken into consideration (Annex II). 

The technical legal assistance mission (the Mission), according to Article 3 of the Agreement, is charged with:

b.	 Attending	the	hearings	of	the	National	Electoral	Challenges	Office	(BCEN)	on	the	presidential	election	and	
issuing	appropriate	observations	and	recommendations;

c.	 Providing	 technical	 legal	assistance	 to	 the	CEP,	at	 the	 request	of	 latter,	 in	 the	challenges	phase	of	 the	
electoral	process.

Under Article 3.d of the Agreement, the Mission is to deliver its report to the Government of the Republic of Haiti. 

The OAS Secretary General, Mr. José Miguel Insulza, appointed the following experts to this Mission:

Jean-Michel Arrighi (Uruguay), Secretary of Legal Affairs, OAS General Secretariat
Bertha Santoscoy (Mexico), Assistant Head of the OAS-CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission, OAS General 
Secretariat
Luis Toro Utillano (Chile), Principal Legal Officer, Department of International Law, OAS General Secretariat
Claude Trudel (Canada), attorney, international consultant

2. The Mission’s Preliminary Activities 

On Monday, January 24, 2011, the members of the Mission met with the members and Director General of the 
Provisional Electoral Council (CEP).  They explained the objectives of their work and placed themselves at the disposal of 
the CEP for any assistance it might require.  This was welcomed by the CEP, which appointed Council member Laurette 
Croyance as liaison with the Mission.

On Tuesday, January 25, 2011, the Mission met first with Ms. Croyance, then with the Council’s Director of Legal 
Affairs, Anthony Mathieu Chérubin, Esq., with whom it discussed the procedure employed by the BCEN in this electoral 
challenges phase.  Mr. Chérubin explained that, because the electoral law contains numerous gaps and is often unclear, it is 
usually supplemented by the procedure employed in the civil court of first instance.  

On Friday, January 28, 2011, CEP members Ms. Croyance and Mr. Belzin informed the Mission members that the 
hearing of arguments in legal challenges concerning the presidential election was scheduled for the following day at the 
CEP offices in Pétion-Ville.  For many days, the BCEN had been hearing arguments in over 100 challenges concerning the 
legislative elections. 
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3. Electoral Dispute

Article 197 of the Constitution of the Republic of Haiti provides that the CEP “shall rule on all disputes arising 
either in elections or in the enforcement or the violation of the Electoral Law, subject to any legal prosecution undertaken 
against an offender or offenders before the courts of competent jurisdiction.” 

The electoral law of 2008 provides that challenges regarding the presidential election involve two phases. The first 
instance is the Electoral Challenges Office of the West Department (BCED).  The second and final instance is the National 
Electoral Challenges Office (BCEN), comprised of the members of the CEP assisted by attorneys they appoint.  It is 
housed at the Permanent Electoral Council.  Petitions are heard, at both the legislative and presidential levels, by chambers 
comprised of three CEP members (Chapters I and XIII of the electoral law of 2008). 

a. First Instance

On Friday, January 21, 2011, members of the Mission attended the BCED hearings, at which, in the first instance, 
the Office heard the only three challenges received, those of presidential candidates Mr. Michel Joseph Martelly, 
Mr. Jude Célestin, and Mr. Charles Henry Backer.

That same day, the BCED issued rulings on the three challenges, which were presented to the BCED on Sunday, 
January 23, 2011 (Annex III):

•	 As for the petition by Mr. Martelly, the BCED found it admissible in form, “in	 that	 the	 request	by	 the	
challenging	candidate	is	not	contrary	to	electoral	law	and	it	is	appropriate	for	the	BCED	to	accept	it	and	
either	rule	on	it	or	refer	the	matter	to	the	BCEN.” As to the substantive issues, the BCED “finds	it	lacks	
competence	to	rule	on	the	request	presented;	and	therefore	refers	the	case	to	the	BCEN	for	appropriate	
action.”

•	 As for the petition by Mr. Célestin, the BCED found it admissible: “because	 the	candidate’s	 request	 is	
grounded	in	fact	and	in	law,	considering	not	only	that	the	legal	unit	of	the	Vote	Tally	Center	had	decided	
on	the	validity	of	these	tally	sheets	but	also	that	the	request	is	consistent	with	the	spirit	and	letter	of	Article	
166.2	of	the	electoral	law	of	2008.		That	the	BCED	finds	grounds	to	declare	the	action	admissible	and	refer	
the	petitioner	to	the	appropriate	authority.”

•	 Finally, the BCED found the petition by Mr. Backer inadmissible, “because	the	candidate	has	requested	the	
BCED	to	void	the	entire	electoral	process;	because	this	request	is	not	consistent	with	the	law.”  The BCED 
instructs the candidate “to	take	his	case	to	the	appropriate	authority.”

Challenges to these rulings before the BCEN must be lodged within seventy-two (72) hours of their announcement 
(Article 186 of the electoral law of 2008).  For the rulings issued on Sunday, January 23, the CEP set that deadline 
at 1:30 p.m. on January 26.  The three candidates submitted their challenges to the BCEN within the established 
deadline.

b. Second Instance

The challenge by candidate Mr. Michel Joseph Martelly, presented on January 24, requests that the BCEN, inter 
alia, “respect	and	apply	fully,	in	form	and	content,	the	recommendations	issued	in	the	OAS	Mission’s	report;	and	
therefore	issue	an	injunction	to	the	Provisional	Electoral	Council	to	publish	the	new	results,	on	the	basis	of	this	
report,	declaring	candidate	Michel	Joseph	Martelly	eligible	 to	participate	 in	 the	 second	round	of	voting	 in	 the	
presidential	election,	subject	to	any	additional	arguments.” (Annex IV). 

The challenge by candidate Mr. Charles Henri Backer, presented on January 25, requests, inter alia, that it “declare 
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invalid	the	contested	decision” and “null	and	void	the	presidential	election	held	on	November	28,	2010,	considering	
the	inability	of	millions	of	Haitians	to	vote,	the	failure	of	representatives	to	monitor	the	voting,	the	stuffing	of	ballot	
boxes,	the	falsification	of	tally	sheets,	and	the	systematic	violence	in	all	the	country’s	electoral	districts” (Annex V).

The challenge by candidate Mr. Jude Célestin, lodged on January 26, requests the BCEN to “consider	and	count,	
in	the	tabulation	of	results	of	the	election	of	November	28,	2010,	the	entirety	of	the	tally	sheets	for	which	there	is	
no	evidence	that	they	were	compiled	in	a	manner	inconsistent	with	the	electoral	law	or	with	the	procedural	rules	
established	in	that	law	but	that	were	nonetheless	excluded	by	the	Tally	Center,	even	though	they	were	analyzed	and	
handled	by	the	Center’s	legal	unit;	to	include	in	the	input	and	processing	of	data	from	the	tally	sheets	for	purposes	
of	announcing	the	results	those	tally	sheets	that	were	improperly	excluded,	and	to	proceed	with	new	calculations,	
so	as	to	determine	the	true	number	of	votes	cast	for	the	petitioner.” (Annex VI).

For its part, the BCEN announced the requests of the three petitioners before the hearing began (Annex VII). 

Once the petitions had been received, the BCEN scheduled the hearing of arguments for Saturday, January 29.  
Presiding over the Chamber was Mr. Gaillot Dorsinvil, President of the CEP, accompanied by Council members 
Mr. Léonel Raphael and Mr. Guerrier Anténor, and assisted by two CEP attorneys, including its Director of Legal 
Affairs, Anthony Mathieu Chérubin, Esq., and Wilfort Pierre Louis, Esq.

The session was convened for 11 a.m. The hearings began at 1:00 p.m. in public session, attended, inter alia, by 
the members of the OAS Mission, observers from other international organizations, and the local and international 
press.  The hearings were broadcast on radio and television.  The petitioning candidates were represented by teams 
of eminent Haitian attorneys.  One of the candidates, Mr. Charles Henri Backer, was also present during the entire 
session.  

At the beginning of the session, the BCEN President announced the decision to join the petitions of candidates Mr. 
Martelly and Mr. Célestin, since their aims were similar.

The representatives of two parties opposed this decision and requested that the two challenges be entertained 
separately, as presented in the first instance.  The BCEN ultimately accepted the attorneys’ objections and decided 
to hear the two matters separately.

The representatives of Mr. Michel Joseph Martelly began their arguments at 2:00 p.m.  They requested that the 
recommendations of the OAS Final Report of January 13, 2011, be implemented.  They recalled the reasons for 
which the CEP had signed the Agreement requesting verification of the vote tally by OAS experts, and said that, even 
if its legal character was debatable, the Report could only be accepted or rejected in its entirety by the CEP.  They 
requested, in case of rejection of the Report, authorization for candidate Martelly to appoint experts to examine, at 
the Tally Center, the 234 tally sheets already excluded, as well as other tally sheets specified in the petition.  

The attorneys for Mr. Jude Célestin, began their arguments at 3:00 p.m. They reaffirmed that their client 
had received the clear majority in the first round and that this fact had not been recognized because a 
significant number of votes had been “impounded” without legal justification.  As for the OAS report, it 
should be viewed simply as a technical reference document.  They requested verification therefore, at the 
Tally Center, of all the tally sheets, and that all votes without exception be counted.  According to them, 
such a recount would show that the candidate had received the clear majority of votes.  

The BCEN rejected the request for verification of Tally Center data, reasoning that it bore directly upon the 
substantive issues and to issue such an order would be premature.  A single decision, therefore, would be taken in 
the deliberations, both on the injunction and on the substantive issues.  
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Mr. Charles Henry Backer and his attorneys were heard at 6:00 p.m.  They requested that the election of November 
28, 2010, be annulled.  Candidate Backer, speaking in person and in Creole, described the difficulties faced by voters 
in exercising their right to vote and the numerous incidents of fraud and irregularity found at the polling stations.  
His attorneys gave other examples of irregularities, including the exclusion of a large part of his representatives 
from the polling places, and observed that the CEP had established the second-round electoral calendar even before 
ruling on his request to void the first round.  Lastly, they requested the formation of a commission to investigate the 
allegations. 

The BCEN also rejected this request to form a commission, reasoning that it bore directly upon the substantive issues 
and to issue such an order would be premature.  A single decision, therefore, would be taken in the deliberations, 
both on the injunction and on the substantive issues.  The session concluded at 7:25 p.m.  

On January 28, 2011, the CEP announced the calendar for the second round of voting in the presidential and 
legislative elections of November 28, 2010 (Annex VIII).
On the morning of February 2, 2011, the Mission met with the President of the CEP.  It reported that both the rulings 
of the BCEN and the final results would be announced to the public around 9:00 p.m. At that time, the President 
thanked the Mission for its presence and support throughout the process.  

c. Final Rulings

Under Article 191 of the electoral law, “the	rulings	of	the	National	Electoral	Challenges	Office	(BCEN)	are	final	
and	cannot	be	appealed.		Such	rulings	should	be	announced	after	the	deliberations	of	the	BCEN.”  

On February 2, 2011, the President of the CEP informed the Mission that the BCEN had ruled on each of the 
requests presented.

As for the request by candidate Mr. Michael Joseph Martelly, the BCEN decided, in accordance with the Agreement, 
to take into account the recommendations of the OAS Report; and it “orders	the	CEP	to	amend	the	ranking	already	
published,	organizing	a	second	round	between	candidates	Mirlande	Hyppolite	Manigat	and	Joseph	Michel	Martelly” 
(Annex IX).

This ruling, dated February 2, 2011, was made public on February 3, 2011, at 7:00 a.m., along with the announcement 
of the final results of the presidential and legislative elections of November 28, 2010 (Annex X), in keeping with 
Article 175 of the electoral law of 2008:  “the	Permanent	Electoral	Council,	after	settling	the	issues	in	its	disputes	
departments,	as	provided	in	section	H	of	this	Law,	announces	the	final	results	of	the	elections.”  This information 
was immediately broadcast by radio throughout the country.

As for the requests by candidates Mr. Baker and Mr. Célestin, at the time of this report the CEP communications 
center informed us that its rulings were still being drafted.

4. Final Remarks

This Mission had occasion to observe the Haitian electoral process solely during the phase of the challenges, before 
the BCEN, by candidates Martelly, Backer, and Célestin, to the results of the first-round presidential election. 

Considering its limited mandate, the Mission is not in a position to judge the entirety of the Haitian electoral process 
or the credibility of the institutions taking part therein, often called into question in the arguments. However, the absence 
of clear rules in the 2008 electoral law regarding the procedure to be employed by the BCEN should be corrected.  For 
example, the law should specify deadlines for the presentation of challenges and for rendering and announcing rulings.  
Attention was called to this lack of precision by the attorneys for all the parties at the beginning of the hearing.
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In this second instance of the challenges concerning the presidential election, the candidates had every opportunity 
to submit their petitions and to present oral arguments.  The proceedings were public and transparent and were broadcast on 
national radio and television.

The BCEN had three options concerning the substance of the requests lodged by the petitioners: to void the election; 
to take into account the recommendations of the OAS report; or to recognize one of the candidates as the winner in the first 
round.

The scope of the decision rendered, therefore, is consistent with the scope of the petitions presented. 

Lastly, the Mission wishes to thank the members of the CEP, its Director General, and the Director of Legal Affairs. 
It also wishes to thank the officials of the joint OAS/CARICOM electoral observation mission, in particular the Head of 
Mission, Ambassador Colin Granderson.
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ANNEX K. LIST OF OBSERVERS 2nd ROUND
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ANNEX L. PRESS RELEASES OF THE OAS/CARICOM JEOM

  

PR#1 JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
 Port-au-Prince, August 12, 2010 

The Electoral Observation Mission (OAE/CARICOM) Begins Activities in Haiti

The first elements of the Joint Electoral Observation Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community 
(CARICOM) led by Ambassador Colin Granderson arrived in Port-au-Prince on August 3rd and began their meetings with various 
members of the government, the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP), the political parties, civil society organizations, members of the 
international community and all stakeholders involved in the Haitian electoral process. The Joint OAS/CARICOM Mission observed the 
registration of candidates for the presidential election and will be present for the publication of the list of registered candidates.

This long-term mission of electoral observation will deploy its observers progressively in the 10 departments of the country beginning 
in September to observe the unfolding of the various stages of the electoral calendar through the publication of the official results. 
Ambassador Granderson will present the report of the Mission to the OAS Permanent Council and the CARICOM Secretary General.
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PR#2  JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
 Port-au-Prince, August 21, 2010 

OAS/CARICOM Mission in Haiti Observes the Registration and Validation of
Presidential Nominations

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) led 
by Ambassador Colin Granderson has held meetings with candidates, political parties, civil society organizations, national authorities 
and the technical and operational entities of the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) for the next presidential and legislative elections 
in the Caribbean country.

The Mission took note of the successful drawing of lots by the CEP on August 12 to determine the order in which the new political 
parties registered for the presidential election will appear on the ballot paper. The Mission also observed the registration of presidential 
nominees and the challenge process at West I Departmental Electoral Challenges Office (BCED). In this respect, the Mission followed 
with interest the arguments advanced by the lawyers representing the challengers and the nine challenged candidates, as well as the 
decisions adopted by the BCED thereon.

The members of the Mission also noted the appeals filed at the National Electoral Challenges Office (BCEN) in accordance with article 
185 of the electoral law currently in force. The Mission recognizes the work done and dedication shown by the personnel of the CEP, 
including all the Commissioners, during the challenges and appeals phase. The Mission noted the Spartan conditions in which the BCED 
hearings have been held.

Given the extent of the work required of the BCEN to address the appeals, the CEP made the decision to postpone the publication of the 
list of approved candidates from August 17 to 20, 2010. This delay added to the suspense that surrounded the presentation of the list and 
brought with it a proliferation of rumors and speculation.

The list of approved candidates was announced in a hurried manner by the spokesperson of the CEP. The electoral body approved 19 
nominations, thus giving the Haitian electorate a broad political spectrum to choose from. As regards the 15 nominations that were ruled 
ineligible, an explanation of the reasons for invalidating them would have contributed to the transparency of the process.

The Mission appeals to the candidates, political parties and their followers to contribute to the stability of the ongoing electoral process 
by continuing to show their public-spiritedness and democratic commitment. The conclusion of this phase marks a milestone in the 
electoral process. The Mission encourages all the stakeholders involved to continue their efforts to ensure that the elections are credible, 
transparent, and well-attended.
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PR#3 JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
 Port-au-Prince, August 22, 2010 

OAS / CARICOM Mission deploys its first observers to the departments

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM), 
led by Ambassador Colin Granderson, begins deployment of its first batch of electoral observers to the various departments of the 
Republic of Haiti. These first observers will be present at the drawing of the members of polling stations done in the Communal Electoral 
Offices. At this stage, political parties will have an important role in appointing members of the polling stations as they provide the lists 
of persons who will perform those functions on Election Day. 

The observers will monitor the final phase of the verification of the electoral list in the Departments of the West, South East and Nippes. 
The observers deployed will also meet with election officials in the departments, parliamentary candidates, and all actors involved in the 
electoral process at the regional level.

The Mission is now composed of 16 members on the ground and expects to double its complement of observers to monitor the electoral 
campaign that will begin on September 27. The Mission is continuing its regular meetings with members of the Provisional Electoral 
Council (CEP), national authorities, political parties, including those that are not participating in these elections, presidential candidates, 
civil society organizations and representatives of the international community.
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PR#4  JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
 Port-au-Prince, September 30, 2010

The OAS/CARICOM Mission observes the drawing of lots for polling
station members and the activities of the verification operation

centers

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) 
(JEOM) continues to follow closely the different phases of the electoral process.

The observers deployed in the ten electoral departments witnessed the proper implementation and the transparency of the sessions to draw 
lots for the designation of Polling Station Members in the communes in which the Mission’s teams were present. The Mission welcomed 
the presence of the political parties during the drawing of lots, which demonstrated their involvement and sense of responsibility in 
keeping with the role conferred upon them by the Electoral Law. The Mission once again calls upon the political parties to submit their 
lists of names of the persons who will staff the polling stations and encourages the electoral authorities to provide these persons with 
adequate training in order to ensure the proper functioning of the Polling Stations on election day.

The observers also witnessed the last stages of the updating of the electoral list carried out by the Provisional Electoral Council . They 
observed that the address verification operations proceeded smoothly and that the number of visitors varied from Center to Center 
during the verification process. According to the observers, citizens would have benefited from more information about the purpose and 
functioning of these verification centers.

On occasion, the posting of signs indicating the location of these centers and the sensitization campaign to inform the population about 
the verification process could have been implemented more effectively. The JEOM drew the attention of the CEP to what it had observed.
The Mission visited the data processing center where the address verification forms are continuously submitted and processed. These 
forms had to be filled out by hand due to the lack of timely delivery of computers. The Mission recognizes the efforts made by the 
electoral authorities to recruit additional technicians to overcome this shortcoming in the data collection which is essential to update the 
electoral list.

The Mission encourages the CEP to continue its efforts to inform the political parties, voters and other actors involved in the forthcoming 
stages of the organization of the elections. An essential step is the launching of the sensitization campaign in order to inform voters and 
contribute to a high level of voter participation in the elections.

Regarding the activities of the National Identification Office (ONI), the observers noted the increased size of the crowds of citizens 
seeking to register before the end of the registration period set out in the Electoral Law in order to be included in the electoral list for the 
upcoming elections. As a result, the ONI’s processing capacity was challenged by the large number of applicants..

Additionally, the Mission facilitated a meeting between representatives of civil society organizations and the National Identification 
Office to contribute to information sharing and a better understanding of the different aspects of the process including obtaining a 
National Identity Card which is required to exercise one’s right to vote. This initiative is part of a broader effort to  promote dialogue 
between the different actors and to contribute to the transparency of the elections.

The Mission continues to strengthen its field presence as 28 observers will be permanently present in the 10 electoral departments 
beginning the first week of October. The JEOM will observe, among other things, the unfolding of the first phase of the electoral 
campaign which was officially launched on 27 September. The observers will pay close attention to the observance of the deadlines 
and restrictions stipulated by the Provisional Electoral Council in its Press Release #26, which addresses the extension of the electoral 
campaign. The posting of campaign publicity billboards and posters commenced on 27 September, while the broadcasting of messages 
in the media and the holding of public rallies will be authorized only as of 15 October. The Mission calls upon all political actors to 
display mutual respect and tolerance during the electoral campaign and hopes that the candidates will emphasize the details of their 
respective programmes in order to enable voters to make an informed choice.
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PR # 5 JEOM OAS/CARICOM
Port-au-Prince, October 12, 2010

The Joint Electoral Mission OAS/CARICOM observes the beginning of the electoral campaign

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) 
(JEOM) deployed 27 observers to Haiti’s 11 electoral Departments and has closely followed the start of the electoral campaign which 
began on 27 September. During this first phase, known as the « silent campaign », the candidates may only initiate a visual campaign 
using publicity billboards and posters. 

Based on its observations in the field, the JEOM has drawn its first conclusions on the unfolding of the electoral campaign. Certain 
candidates became impatient and failed to observe the silence requirement. Even if it is understandable that candidates may find it 
difficult to temper their enthusiasm in the silent phase of the campaign, respecting the Electoral Law and the directives of the Provisional 
Electoral Council (CEP) that flow there from is of utmost importance for the proper conduct of the electoral process. 

The JEOM would also like to remind candidates and political parties about the provisions of Article 121 of the Electoral Law governing 
the use of State assets and resources in the electoral campaign. The Mission’s observers have received complaints about the transgression 
of these rules. It is essential for all parties involved to respect these prescriptions, which are designed to guarantee the fairness of the 
electoral race. 

The Mission also attended the information session organized by the CEP for the political parties. Information sharing contributes to 
the transparency of the process. The JEOM therefore welcomes this effort to inform political actors about the different phases of the 
organization of the elections and enhance their understanding of two critical stages in the process, particularly election day proceedings 
and the tabulation of votes. The CEP is committed to organizing other similar meetings. Moreover, the meeting offered a space for 
dialogue between the members of the CEP and political party representatives. During the meeting, the latter were able to voice their 
concerns about the electoral campaign, the preparation of the electoral list, the sequence of events on election day and the tabulation of 
results. 

The Mission encourages the CEP to redouble its efforts at information sharing and invites political parties to take advantage of these 
opportunities to improve their understanding of the process and thereby enhance their readiness to play their role in the preparation of the 
elections and during Election Day. The combined vigilance of political actors and of national and international observers will contribute 
to ensuring free and credible elections. 
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PR#6 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, October 23, 2010

Joint OAS/CARICOM Mission in Haiti Calls upon Political Actors to Respect the Electoral Law during the Campaign

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) of the Organization of American States (OAS) and the Caribbean Community 
(CARICOM), with observers deployed in the 11 electoral departments of Haiti, has closely followed the beginning of the second 
phase of the electoral campaign, which started on October 15. During this second phase, qualified as the “active campaign,” the 
candidates are allowed to organize rallies, publish messages in the media and campaign openly.
 
The JEOM calls once again upon candidates and political parties to scrupulously observe the provisions of the Electoral Law 
governing the campaign and hopes that the latter will be able to unfold in an atmosphere of cordiality, tolerance and mutual respect.
 
At the moment when the electoral campaign is becoming more active, the JEOM remains sensitive to the concerns expressed by 
the candidates, electoral officials and civil society representatives about the security environment. Even though no major violent 
incidents have occurred, the JEOM’s observers have reported isolated incidents of intimidation, disruption of political meetings 
and verbal aggression. The Mission is concerned about allegations of weapons distribution, which heighten the feeling of insecurity 
during the campaign. In this regard, the JEOM appeals to the sense of responsibility of persons making these allegations publicly to 
file formal complaints with the relevant authorities.
 
The Mission welcomes the efforts undertaken at the departmental level by electoral authorities as well as the Haitian National Police 
(PNH) and MINUSTAH to organize meetings with political actors in order to prevent acts of violence. The Mission encourages 
candidates and political parties to fulfill their responsibilities to contribute to a peaceful electoral campaign. 

Although there are disparities between the candidates in terms of financial resources, these differences should not be exacerbated 
by the use of State resources in the electoral campaign. The JEOM thus calls once again for the respect of the relevant provisions 
designed to guarantee the fairness of the electoral race.
 
Among its activities, the JEOM has closely followed the operations of the Verification Operation Centers (COV) in the camps for 
displaced persons located in the electoral departments West I and II aimed at updating the electoral list. The Mission also noted the 
transfer of data collected by the National Identification Office (ONI) to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) for the elaboration of 
the electoral register, which must be published on October 28.
 
The Mission continues to strengthen its field presence, which now comprises 45 international observers deployed throughout the 
country. 
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PR#7 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, November 11, 2010

The OAS/CARICOM joint Election Observation Mission calls on the political actors to carry out their campaigning in an 
atmosphere of tolerance and friendliness.

The OAS/CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission (JEOM) continues to monitor the second phase of the election campaign 
which commenced on 15 October through its fifty seven observers deployed in the eleven electoral departments.

The JEOM is concerned by the incidents of election related violence which have taken place over the past few weeks. It calls on the 
candidates to carry out their campaigning in a calm atmosphere and to display tolerance, friendliness and mutual respect.

The Mission reminds the political parties and the candidates that in accordance with Article 115.1 of the Electoral Law, they must inform 
the Haitian National Police two days in advance of any public gathering in order to avoid any untoward situations. In this way they will 
contribute to the maintenance of a security environment that enables campaigning during this pre-electoral period.

The JEOM reiterates its concern with regard to the use of state resources during the election campaign. The Mission renews its appeal 
to the political parties to adhere to the provisions aimed at guaranteeing the fairness of the election race. The state authorities must take 
a firm position against those who infringe these provisions and ensure that agents of the state are not involved in activities related to 
campaigning as underlined in Article 121 of the Electoral Law.
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PR#8  JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, November 19, 2010

The Joint Mission OAS/CARICOM in Haiti provides an update after more than three months of activity

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) of the Organization of American States and the Caribbean Community (CARICOM) 
in Haiti, led by Ambassador Colin Granderson, is a long-term mission that has been present on the ground in Haiti since August 3, 
2010. The Mission is currently composed of 68 observers who are deployed in each of the 10 departments and it intends to increase 
its field presence in the coming days. The JEOM has observed the different phases of the organization of the electoral process: the 
registration, contestation and validation processes for presidential candidates; the assignment of numbers for new political parties 
participating in the presidential elections; the drawing of lots for the designation of polling station members based on nominations 
made by the political parties; the updating, preparation and publication of the electoral list; the technical, administrative and logistical 
preparations for election day; the unfolding of the two phases of the electoral campaign; and the training of trainers for polling station 
personnel. The Mission will accompany the process until the publication of the official results of the first and second rounds of the 
elections. 
 
Since its arrival, the JEOM has met with governmental and electoral authorities, the presidential candidates, the senatorial and Lower 
House parliamentary candidates, representatives of political parties (including political parties which are not participating in the 
elections), civil society representatives, national observation organizations and representatives of the international community. These 
meetings have provided the Mission with insights into the political and electoral context. They have also enabled the JEOM early 
on to identify potential problems associated with the process such as the CEP’s credibility deficit, fears concerning irregularities and 
fraud which could impede the expression of the will of the people and general apprehension concerning the security environment of 
the elections.
 
The Mission has played a proactive role in the observation of the elections. Its approach has involved regular interface with 
the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP for its French acronym) which has been open to the Mission’s suggestions based on its 
observations and on the concerns expressed by political parties during its meetings with their representatives. The JEOM has also 
provided its good offices to facilitate meetings between the CEP and the National Identification Office (ONI) and civil society.  
 
The Mission has consistently expressed three messages which it considers critical for the proper unfolding of the process during 
its meetings with political parties and presidential candidates: (i) the crucial role played by political parties in the preparation for 
the elections and the unfolding of election day through their designation of polling station members and of party agents who will 
defend their interests on Election Day; (ii) the importance of the latter’s proper training and of the combined vigilance on Election 
Day of party agents and national and international observers which constitutes a safeguard against any attempts at fraud; and (iii) the 
importance of a sound knowledge of the Electoral Law, particularly concerning Election Day, in order to be able to identify the nature 
of problems or disputes which may arise and thus be able to respond in the most effective manner possible.
 
With the elections ten days away, the Mission welcomes the efforts made by the CEP to address the numerous technical, administrative, 
political and humanitarian challenges it has faced. Indeed, the CEP’s mandate comprises the difficult task of organizing elections in a 
country whose humanitarian and social situation has deteriorated following the earthquake of January 12, 2010, as well as following 
the cholera epidemic and hurricane Tomas. The CEP has made efforts to adjust to the post-earthquake reality and challenges in order 
to guarantee every citizen’s right to vote, including the internally displaced persons. In this regard, the Mission underscores the 
considerable work undertaken by the Verification Operation Centers (COV) during the updating process of the electoral list.
 
Fully aware of its tarnished image, the CEP has applied itself to improve this perception. On a technical and administrative level, 
the CEP has made every effort despite institutional weaknesses to meet the deadlines of the most important phases of the electoral 
process such as the publication of the Communal Electoral List (LEC). Notwithstanding these efforts, the launch of the sensitization 
campaign and the publication of the list of polling station members were delayed. On a political level, the CEP has sought to improve 
its relationship with political parties and candidates through efforts at improved communication, openness and transparency. The 
three meetings between the CEP and political actors provided a space for dialogue that enabled the latter to express their grievances 
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frankly and openly. The Mission considers that the progress in terms of communication between political parties and electoral 
authorities, albeit far from perfect, represents an important step forward toward the holding of elections on November 28. 
 
The Mission has noted with satisfaction that the electoral dynamic has consolidated as the process has unfolded. The multiplicity of 
actors involved during Election Day all have a key role to play. The JEOM calls upon them to abide by the principle of neutrality and 
the provisions of the Electoral Law in the process of carrying out their work. In this regard, the ongoing training of supervisors will 
prove to be essential for the proper unfolding of the process and the JEOM underscores the importance of recruiting competent and 
experienced personnel to carry out the supervisory work. The Mission also underlines the responsible, impartial and dispassionate 
role that local justices of the peace must play by fulfilling their responsibilities in issuing affidavits on incidents in response to requests 
made by representatives of candidates and political parties. In like manner, the Haitian National Police (PNH), in close collaboration 
with MINUSTAH, is tasked with guaranteeing security on Election Day. Finally, the Mission wishes once again to remind political 
parties about the critical importance of the work of polling station workers and party agents in ensuring the transparency of the voting 
and vote-counting processes. 
 
The preparations for the November 28 presidential and legislative elections are on track. Nevertheless, challenges remain. The impact 
of the cholera epidemic, which is generating growing anxiety, is difficult to measure, particularly regarding electoral participation. 
The longstanding apprehensions concerning the security environment have been exacerbated by the recent incidents in Cap Haïtien 
and Hinche. The CEP, long a target of pointed criticism, must deliver a faultless performance even though Election Day and the vote 
counting process are not entirely under its control. The training provided to polling station personnel will determine their mastery 
of voting procedures and, as a result, their efficiency. The CEP must also continue its efforts to reassure political actors about the 
transparency of the vote tabulation process since the latter must reflect the will of the voters. To this end, the ongoing information 
visits by political parties to the Vote Tabulation Center (CTV) and the distribution of an operations manual are important steps. The 
distribution of National Identification Cards (CIN) will undoubtedly continue until the last possible moment. 
 
The Mission calls upon citizens to vote on November 28 in order to exercise their civil rights and their duty as a citizen which will 
enable them to choose a new Head of State and to renew the Parliament, whose critical tasks will include providing housing to 
displaced persons and rebuilding the country. 
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PR#9 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince,  November 25, 2010 

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Mission in Haiti makes a new appeal for calm

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission in Haiti deplores the significant increase in pre-election violence which 
has tarnished the last days of the election campaign.
 
The Mission reminds the presidential candidates, political parties and political platforms which have signed the Code of Conduct 
for the Elections that they committed themselves, inter alia, to promote an atmosphere of tolerance during the election campaign as 
well as to renounce the use of weapons, physical or verbal aggression, and to respect the right of rival parties and their supporters to 
meet and to campaign without disruption throughout the country. The Mission calls on all political leaders, whether or not they have 
signed the electoral good conduct agreement, to demonstrate responsible leadership by publicly calling on their supporters to remain 
calm and to display restraint and tolerance.
 
The Mission strongly condemns the acts of violence, intimidation, vandalism and the torching of electoral offices, and in particular 
the confrontation between the supporters of “Respé” and “Inité” which led to the death of two persons. Nevertheless, the JEOM 
wishes to underline that its observers have been present at a large number of well conducted public rallies during the election 
campaign. This illustrates the democratic and pacific commitment displayed by citizens in general.
 
The Joint Mission calls on the Haitian National Police to do all in their power to curb this increase in violence and to take the 
necessary steps to prevent confrontations, especially when they have been alerted in advance of political rallies. In this way they will 
contribute to the maintenance of a peaceful pre-election environment and to the peace of mind necessary for voters to carry out their 
right to vote on Election Day.
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PR# 10 JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, November 29, 2010

Statement by the OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission on Haiti’s Presidential and Legislative Elections of 
28 November 2010

Introduction
 
Present in Haiti since August 2010, the OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission was able to monitor the administrative, 
technical and logistical preparations for both the postponed legislative elections and the presidential elections. In view of the fact 
that the legislative elections should have been held on 28 February 2010, but were postponed following the devastating earthquake 
of 12 January, the JEOM was not present for the political dimension of the legislative elections, the registration of political parties 
and the submission and validation of candidates. The Mission however notes that an important facet of this phase which would have 
an impact on the political dimension of the remainder of the electoral process was the non-validation of a number of political parties.

In the course of its monitoring activities, the JEOM made a number of observations, comments and recommendations to the 
Provisional Electoral Council as well as the political parties, which it believed could have been of assistance in bringing about free 
and fair elections.
 
The Last Preparatory and Election Campaign Phases
Despite the doubts cast by some commentators on the electoral register and the manner on which it was prepared, the JEOM is of the 
view that its preparation was in keeping with the respective legal responsibilities of the ONI and CEP. The late submission of the last 
batch of names by the ONI was unhelpful, but was no doubt due to the late surge of persons wishing to register in September, a mere 
two weeks before the transmission of the ONI data base to the CEP.

The very late launching of the “Where to Vote” campaign and the saturation of the call centers put in place by the CEP and, later, 
the Private Sector Forum, did not fully offset the negative repercussions of the delayed campaign. This would have a grave effect on 
the ability of voters to find their polling stations on Election Day and create an atmosphere of intense frustration and tension. The 
Mission believes that at the same time citizens have the responsibility to make an effort in advance of Election Day to identify their 
Polling Stations.

Despite the swift rise in election-related acts of violence and civil unrest in the last days of the campaign as pre-Election Day tensions 
rose and several earlier scuffles and grave incidents, the election campaign was to quite an extent well conducted and to the credit 
of the political parties and the citizenry. The public rallies, candidate posters, radio and television debates, the efforts of the media 
to inform the public on the candidates and their programs, as well as the polling, helped to instill some excitement in the campaign 
despite the dampening impact of the ravages of the cholera epidemic.

The JEOM noted and commented publicly on the enormous disparity in resources enjoyed by the ruling party and its competitors. It 
also noted that a number of presidential candidates appeared to have stopped campaigning with one conceding publicly that he had 
withdrawn.
 
The last days of the election campaign were accompanied by rumors as well as allegations by leading presidential candidates of 
preparations for massive fraud. Senior officials of the CEP appeared to be swept up in this toxic atmosphere and unhelpfully added 
their voices to these unsubstantiated claims.
 
 
Election Day Safeguards
Drawing the lessons from previous election experiences, including the partial legislative elections of 2009, a number of safeguards 
were built into the voting and vote count procedures:
- photographs accompanied the names of the voters on the polling station registers. However, the identity card numbers were left off 
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in order to prevent the known practice of poll workers signing for absent voters and stuffing ballots;
- the ballots and proces-verbaux contained security features to deter counterfeiting; 
- the tally sheet procedures also included deterrent elements to prevent the changing of the results; 
- the provision of tamper-proof transparent envelopes for the tally sheets and other sensitive voting material.

 
Election Day
Election Day was marred by a number of irregularities:
- late opening of Polling Stations;
- inability of many voters to find the correct Voting Centre and/or Polling Station;
- inability of voters to find their names on the electoral registers posted up outside the Polling Stations;
- saturation of the call centers overwhelmed by callers seeking where to vote;
- instances of incorrect application of voting procedures ( the signing of the ballots by BV Presidents before the arrival of the 

voter);
- instances of voter manipulation – repeat voting of some voters facilitated by complicit poll workers and unidentified party agents;
- the lack of control of already limited voting space by the poll workers , as well as the indiscipline of many party agents 

(mandataires), led to clogged polling stations where control of the process became tenuous and facilitated misconduct.

The observation reports transmitted by the JEOM observer teams indicate that the voting process unfolded far more smoothly in most 
of the provinces than in Port-of-Prince, though the above irregularities were also observed.

There were also deliberate acts of violence and intimidation to derail the electoral process both in Port-au-Prince and the provinces.

More subversive of the process was the toxic atmosphere created by the allegations of “massive fraud”. The JEOM observed instances 
where even before the voting started, any inconvenience or small problem led to the immediate cry of fraud. Such conduct continued 
during the day.

The presence of 66 parties meant that there would be a large number of party agents (“mandataires”) deployed. Foreseeing the 
problems that this would cause, the CEP had indicated that no more than five party agents would be allowed into the Polling Station 
at any one time. Rotation of party agents would therefore be necessary. However, all would be permitted to monitor the vote count. 
The JEOM observed the problems that this arrangement caused with many party agents claiming that their party agents were being 
denied entry. The JEOM teams followed up in several parts of the country the complaints made to it by party representatives on this 
problem and found that in general the complaints were not founded. This became another reason to cry fraud.
 
The electoral process continued until the very end in all the Departments despite the destruction of Polling Stations in a number of 
locations, discontinued polling in some polling stations because of rising but localized insecurity, and limited incidents of serious violence. 
According to information provided by MINUSTAH, the total number of Polling Stations destroyed did not exceed 4% in the entire country. 

Recommendations to the CEP

Immediately struck by the deficit of credibility of the CEP and the lack of confidence it enjoyed on the part of the political parties, 
a perception which was repeatedly reinforced by both the political parties in their declarations and the media in their reporting, the 
JEOM suggested the following which it transmitted to the CEP as well as to the wider public through its press reports and releases:
- the CEP needed to be more open and communicative vis-à-vis the political parties and the wider public on its decisions and 

proposals in order to achieve greater transparency. To its credit, the CEP did take several steps in this direction. It held three 
meetings with the political parties, thereby providing a space for frank dialogue with the political parties and civil society, 
an essential ingredient in any electoral process. It also made its judicial services available to the non-validated presidential 
candidates. Despite the increase in suspicion towards the CEP following the controversial decision it took on the discharge for 
presidential candidates early in the presidential elections process, the CEP was successful in restoring some of its lost credibility. 
However, these gains were dissipated in the last two weeks of the pre-election period by the controversies and disruption that 
surrounded the recruitment of the electoral supervisors, and the knock-on effect on the designation of the poll workers, the 
persons designated by the political parties;

- the CEP should be more communicative. Regrettably, its communication strategy never fully lived up to expectations and was 
further weakened by the late launching of its most important public-related initiatives such as the voter sensitization, the public 
information and the “Where to Vote” campaigns. The latter would have a critical negative impact on the ability of voters to find 
their polling stations on Election Day;

- the importance of the training of supervisors and poll workers. Aware of the weaknesses that marred the handling of 
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the tally-sheets and the packaging of the sensitive voter material, the JEOM underlined the critical importance of these 
aspects of the training. Regrettably, the effectiveness of the training was marred by the disruption and protests caused by 
the controversies referred to above. This no doubt played a role in the weaknesses observed in their work on Election Day. 

The mission believes that these recommendations remain valid.
 
Recommendations to the Political Parties

- the importance of the training of the party agents so they would become the effective protectors of the interests of the parties;
- the importance of their vigilance, combined with that of national and international observers, in preventing fraud on Election 

Day;
- the importance of insisting on the integrity and neutrality of the persons they would designate as mandataires and poll workers. 

The actions of a small number of these poll workers on Election Day were contrary to this recommendation.

Conclusions

The JEOM has considered whether the irregularities it observed were of the magnitude and consistency that would invalidate the 
legitimacy of the process. Based on its observations in the eleven electoral departments, the Joint Mission does not believe that these 
irregularities, serious as they were, necessarily invalidated the process.
 
Despite the disruptions of the polling and vote count process in several locations and the withdrawal decision made by twelve 
presidential candidates, the legislative and presidential elections continued until the end of the voting and vote count.
 
The decision of the twelve presidential candidates to call for the cancellation of the elections a few hours after the start of the process 
was precipitate and regrettable. Moreover, these candidates should have been minded of Article 226 of the Electoral Law which 
establishes that “the interruption of the vote for whatever the cause and wherever cannot be considered a reason to cancel the elections”. 
 
These candidates could also have had recourse to the legal remedies available to them by the Electoral Law. Their allegations of 
“massive fraud” would have been ascertained by the vote count as well as by their substantiation of their claims. The Mission requests 
that the parties make available this evidence to the CEP within the legally stipulated claims process which is established to ensure the 
transparency and fairness of the process. Article 178 of the Electoral Law gives a candidate or his or her representative the authority, 
within 72 hours of the posting of the results, to challenge the election of another candidate if the vote count or the tally sheet were 
improperly carried out and contrary to the law; and if electoral fraud had taken place.
 
The Mission will continue to observe the electoral process starting with the operations of the Tabulation Centre today.
 
In concluding, the JEOM reiterates its call to all the political actors for peace and calm in the coming days and calls on them to display 
leadership by ensuring that their supporters do the same.
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PR #11 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, December 6, 2010  

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission in Haiti is continuing its observation tasks

The Joint OAS-CARICOM Election Observation Mission (JEOM) in Haiti continues to be active throughout the entire country and 
has maintained a presence in the Vote Tabulation Centre (VTC). The JEOM deployed a team of observers from the very start of 
the tabulation of votes in order to observe the reception, the data inputting and the verification of the validity of the results sheets 
(procès-verbaux) sent from the polling stations throughout the country. This phase of the electoral process is of critical importance. 
The procedures that underpin the treatment and verification of the results sheets help identify and fight against electoral fraud in 
order to obtain results that reflect the will of the people. The JEOM reminds that these procedures were explained to political party 
representatives during the information visits to the Vote Tabulation Centre organized by the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP).
 
The JEOM notes the opportunity for dialogue provided by the CEP when it met with the presidential candidates on 3 December. While 
admitting the irregularities, the disorganization and the incidents of vandalism and violence which had marred Election Day, the CEP 
committed itself to undertake the necessary corrective action to improve the second round.
 
The JEOM will continue to follow closely the coming phases of the electoral process, including the claims and challenge phase that 
follows the publication of the preliminary results. In this regard, the Mission reminds candidates and political parties that the results 
to be posted by the CEP on 7 December are preliminary. The Mission calls on candidates and political parties to carry out their claims 
and challenges in a peaceful manner and within the framework outlined by the Electoral Law which provides legal recourses to those 
who have grievances with regard to the results. The Mission also reminds that Article 174.1 of the Electoral Law stipulates that “where 
necessary, after the treatment of the data and before the proclamation of the official results, political parties and independent candidates 
participating in the elections have access to the Vote Tabulation Centre for verification purposes”. The Mission invites the actors to 
take advantage of this opportunity to verify in all transparency and within the framework of the law that the will of the people has 
been expressed through the ballot box. The Mission further reminds that that if there is fraud or irregularity, Article 178 permits any 
candidate or his representative to contest the election of another candidate within 72 hours following the posting of preliminary results.
 
The Mission is very concerned by the many complaints received by its observers concerning acts of intimidation against candidates 
who are involved in the current electoral process. The JEOM calls on the relevant authorities and in particular the Haitian National 
Police (HNP) to take the necessary steps in this post-election period. The Mission points out again that the holding of free and fair 
elections is closely linked to respect for human rights as set out in the American Convention on Human Rights, of which Haiti is 
a signatory. The authorities have the obligation to see to the security of candidates and other persons who are the targets of acts of 
intimidation and of violence. The Mission wishes to compliment the HNP on efforts to this end it has already undertaken.
 
On the eve of the posting of the preliminary results, the Joint Mission calls on the political leaders and those candidates who wish to 
attain the highest elected position to take advantage of the opportunity to demonstrate that they are responsible and to display their 
leadership qualities by ensuring that calm is maintained and that the established rules are obeyed. This coming phase in the electoral 
process requires a peaceful and serene atmosphere where the candidates and political parties can take advantage of the legal remedies 
provided by the Electoral Law.
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PR#12 JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, December 8, 2010

The Joint OAS-CARICOM Mission reminds actors of the legal provisions to challenge preliminary results

The results published by the CEP last night are preliminary and therefore not the final word on the outcome of the first round of the 
legislative and presidential elections. These results flow from the operations of the Vote Tabulation Centre where JEOM observers, as 
well as other international and national observers, were able to monitor closely the verification procedures undertaken in accordance 
with the Electoral Law. A number of tally sheets (procès verbaux des résultats) not in conformity with the Electoral Law and which were 
irregular or displayed evident signs of fraud were set aside and not tabulated in order to ensure the integrity of the preliminary results. 

The Electoral Law provides several legal remedies during the claims and challenge process, which immediately follow the publication 
of the preliminary results. The JEOM reiterates its calls to the candidates and political parties to make prompt and full use of these legal 
recourses in order to address their respective grievances with regard to the preliminary results. The JEOM also calls on the CEP to ensure 
that these claims and challenges that are part of the contestation process are treated with the strictness, transparency and fairness they 
deserve in this difficult electoral environment where suspicions abound. The eventual outcome of the contestation phase will lead to the 
proclamation of the final results of the first round of the legislative and presidential elections on 20 December.

The Mission deplores the ongoing violent demonstrations which started last night following the publication of the results. Candidates 
and political leaders should urge their supporters to stay calm in order to create the peaceful environment necessary for a meaningful 
dialogue as well as to facilitate the constructive approach offered by the legal recourses of the Electoral Law which is an integral part 
of the Rule of Law.  
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PR#13 JEOM OAS/CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, December 17, 2010

The Joint Mission OAS-CARICOM

The period of complaints with regard to the preliminary results of the first round of the legislative and presidential elections came 
to an end on Wednesday 15 December, four days later than planned on the electoral calendar because of the unrest that followed the 
publication of the preliminary results. 

The urgent and exceptional mechanism initiated by the CEP on 9 December to verify the tabulation of the preliminary results, the 
Special Verification Commission, did not get off the ground. The CEP informed the Joint Mission by letter dated 14 December that it 
was withdrawing its initiative on the grounds that its work would be duplicated by the “mission of experts in support of the verification 
of the tabulation” requested of the OAS Secretary General by President Preval. 

With regard to the period of contestation, the OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission notes that the number of complaints 
submitted by candidates varies from Department to Department, with the majority of them being submitted as expected by the legislative 
candidates at the level of the Lower House. The Mission notes that a large number of candidates have taken advantage of the legal 
recourses provided by the Electoral Law during this contestation phase. Several of the complaints submitted by presidential and 
legislative candidates call for the cancellation of the electoral process on the grounds of the irregularities and the instances of violence 
and fraud that marred the first round of the elections and which disenfranchised a large number of prospective voters. 

The JEOM reiterates its call to the CEP that in carrying out its jurisdictional functions it must ensure that these claims, complaints 
and challenges at the BCED and BCEN auditions are treated with the transparency, thoroughness and fairness that they deserve. The 
auditions permit candidates to obtain redress when they provide proof that they have been the victim of irregularities or fraud. Despite 
the delays affecting the start of the audition period, the CEP must take its time to ensure that the due process procedures are carried out 
thoroughly. 

These auditions are of critical importance as their outcome leads to the proclamation of the final results of the first round of the legislative 
and presidential elections. This was initially scheduled to take place on 20 December. The Mission hopes that the prevailing period of 
calm will provide an enabling environment for serene and meticulous deliberations and for equitable decisions by the respective BCEDs 
and the BCEN.
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PR #14 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, December 30, 2010

The General Secretariat of the OAS, the Government of Haiti and the CEP sign the Agreement on the Expert Missions of the 
OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation

The Agreement between the General Secretariat of the Organization of American States (OAS), the Government of the Republic of 
Haiti and the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) on the expert missions to reinforce the Joint OAS-CARICOM Election Observation 
Mission was signed on 29 December 2010. This Agreement sets out the terms of reference of the two OAS expert missions requested by 
President Préval in order to verify the tabulation of the votes and to accompany the claims and challenge phase of the electoral process. 
The Agreement also sets out the objectives of the missions as well as their access to the required information.

The verification mission will be composed of some ten experts in statistics, elections and information technology. It will evaluate the 
practices and procedures used during the tabulation of the votes and any other factors affecting and relating to the preliminary results of 
the presidential elections of 28 November 2010. The evaluation will take into account the Haitian Constitution, the Electoral Law, the 
OAS Charter, the Inter-American Charter of Democracy as well as the established norms applied by the OAS in its election observation 
missions. Once the evaluation has been completed, the Mission will provide a report on its conclusions and recommendations to the 
Government of the Republic of Haiti. The Agreement guarantees the Mission unlimited access to all documents and information, which 
it requires in order to attain its objectives. All the international experts comprising this Mission will be present in country as of 30 
December 2010 and will commence working immediately with the goal of producing their report in good time.

The legal technical assistance mission for the claims and challenge process will provide legal assistance during that phase of the electoral 
process and will attend the audiences of the National Election Contestation Bureau(BCEN) with regard to the presidential elections. 
The Mission will submit its report with conclusions and recommendations to the Government of Haiti. The deployment of the mission 
will follow the report of the verification mission and will be done in time for the resumption of the audiences and decisions of the 
Departmental Election Contestation Bureau (BCED) of the West Department on the complaints linked to the presidential elections and 
for the start of the work of the BCEN.

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Election Observation Mission is aware of the constraints of time with regard to the electoral process and will 
do its utmost to carry out its work with care and thoroughness in the shortest period of time possible.
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PR#15 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, January 11, 2011

CARICOM-OAS Mission Report to be Submitted to Government of Haiti in
Upcoming Days

The Secretary General of the Organization of American States (OAS), José Miguel Insulza, said this afternoon that the Report of the 
technical team of the CARICOM-OAS Electoral Observation Mission on the presidential elections conducted in Haiti will be submitted 
in the next few days to the Government of President René Préval and the Provisional Electoral Council.
 
“Our wish was to submit the report to the government of President Préval and the CEP last Sunday, but it was not possible to finish it that 
day. President Préval shared his wish not to discuss the Report in the midst of commemorations of the first year of the terrible earthquake 
that affected the entire Haitian country on January 12, 2010. Under these circumstances, and taking into account that the wishes of 
President Préval are completely justified, we quickly tried to put together a new schedule, and I believe it can take place in the next few 
days. This was the context in which statements were made by OAS Assistant Secretary General Albert Ramdin.”
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PR #16 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, January 20, 2011

The OAS Expert Mission Presents its Verification Report of the Vote Tabulation

The Expert Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) for the verification of the vote tabulation of the November 28, 
2010 Presidential Election delivered its report to the Government of Haiti on January 13, 2011. Following the January 17 visit of OAS 
Secretary General, José Miguel Insulza, the report was officially submitted to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) by President 
Préval on January 18. This report contains an assessment and recommendations on the vote tabulation and other factors that had an 
impact on the preliminary results of the first round.

This Mission, consisting of nine experts in tabulation, statistics, data analysis, information technology and electoral systems, from 
Canada, Chile, France, Jamaica and the United States of America, worked in the country from December 30, 2010 until January 9, 2011.

The Expert Mission devised a specific methodology for assessing the vote tabulation of the first round. A review of a pilot sample 
allowed the experts to establish a checklist for data collection and to determine the criteria for the verification of the results sheets 
(“Procès-Verbaux” or PVs). Subsequently, the Mission utilized a national sample of 300 PVs, which enabled it to identify a number of 
trends as well as the most frequent irregularities.

The data analysis from the national sample also showed that the use of the parameters of vote turnout and total votes per candidate was 
the most effective way to identify irregularities and fraud. The experts therefore verified all PVs for which turnout reached 50% or more, 
and where one of the presidential candidates obtained 150 votes or more. The Mission also verified all PVs with a turnout of 100% or 
more. Overall, the Expert Mission verified 919 PVs representing 16.9% of total votes counted by the Vote Tabulation Center (CTV). The 
verification focused on the presence of signatures required on the PV, the presence of the partial list of electors (LEP) and the tally sheet 
in the “sachet” containing the PV, and on the presence and validity of the national identification card (CIN) numbers written on the LEP.

Following the evaluation of the PVs, the Expert Mission recommended to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) the exclusion of 234 
PVs that were not in compliance with the above criteria, in order to help inform its decision on the validation of the preliminary results 
of the Presidential Election and the ranking of the second and third candidates. This recommendation should be taken into account during 
the contestation phase which allows candidates to challenge the preliminary results through the statutory hearings so that a final result 
for the first round of the presidential election can be proclaimed. 

Regarding the evaluation of the practices and procedures used at the CTV, the OAS Expert Mission considers that these have not 
been implemented systematically. The Mission found a number of PVs for which results had been tabulated, but that did not meet the 
predetermined criteria. Despite these shortcomings, the Mission recognizes the efforts of the CTV to identify and exclude irregular PVs 
from the tabulation of the preliminary results. 64,867 excluded votes were shared disproportionately by the three leading candidates. The 
Expert Mission provided recommendations to standardize and make more transparent the verification of PVs. Its recommendations also 
cover the training and the organization of the work of the CTV to improve its effectiveness.

Through the examination of PVs, the Mission found that most of the irregularities and cases of fraud occurred in polling stations on 
Election Day. Therefore, the Mission believes that better training of election officials could overcome the deficiencies encountered in 
the filling out and handling of election documents. The Mission also recommended sanctions against polling station workers and voting 
center supervisors where serious irregularities and cases of fraud occurred.
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The Joint OAS-CARICOM Mission (JEOM) deplores the leaking of a draft report before it was handed over to Haitian authorities, as 
stipulated in the terms of reference governing its work.

The JEOM notes the January 18, 2010 Press Release #63 of the CEP, which indicates that the recommendation concerning the change 
of position in the ranking of the second and third candidates on the preliminary results of December 7, 2010 “will be taken into account 
in the treatment of the contestations at the BCED and BCEN, as prescribed by the Electoral Law”. 

The JEOM also notes that presidential candidates who filed contestations of the preliminary results may obtain from the CEP a copy 
of the Expert Mission’s report, and that the technical recommendations of the Expert Mission will be considered for the second round.

During his visit to Haiti, the OAS Secretary General informed the President of the Republic that the second OAS Expert Mission would 
accompany the contestation phase at the national level to ensure that hearings are conducted transparently and in accordance with the 
Electoral Law.

The Joint Mission wishes to thank the staff of the CEP and CTV for their availability and collaboration that enabled the OAS Expert 
Mission to carry out its work and to receive all the information it required. 
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PR # 17 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, January 25, 2011

The OAS Legal Expert Mission Begins its Work

Requested by President René Préval on December 13, 2010, the Legal Expert Mission of the Organization of American States (OAS) for 
the accompaniment of the contestation phase of the presidential election arrived in Haiti on January 22, 2011.
The Mission met yesterday with the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) to discuss the modalities of its work.

Composed of four legal experts from Canada, Chile, Mexico and Uruguay, the Mission will attend the hearings at the national level 
(BCEN) on the presidential election in order to evaluate the process and make the corresponding observations and recommendations, as 
well as to provide technical legal assistance on the contestation phase, if necessary and requested by the CEP.

As stipulated in the Agreement signed on December 29, 2010, between the Government of Haiti, the CEP and the OAS, “neither party 
shall publish or publicly comment on the work of the Legal Expert Mission until its report is handed over to the Government of Haiti.” 
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PR #18  JEOM OEA/CARICOM 
 Port-au-Prince, February 3, 2011 

The JEOM takes note of the proclamation of the official results of the first round of the legislative and presidential elections

The Joint OAS-CARICOM Election Observation Mission (JEOM) in Haiti has noted the proclamation in the early hours of 3 February 
of the final results of the first round of the presidential and legislative elections of 28 November 2010 following the decisions taken by the 
National Electoral Challenges Bureau (BCEN) with regard to the three presidential and one hundred and five legislative recourses submitted. 
 
The OAS Legal Experts Mission was present during the disputes and challenges phase of the presidential elections and will shortly 
transmit its report to the Government of Haiti. The report will be made public subsequently. For its part, the Joint OAS-CARICOM 
Election Observation Mission monitored the hearings of the BCEN on the legislative complaints. Though at times turbulent, the 
hearings permitted the candidates, through their lawyers, to avail themselves of the legal remedies provided by the Electoral Law in 
order to present comprehensive arguments in support of the corrective action demanded in their individual requests.
 
The JEOM will observe the different phases of the electoral process leading to the second round of the elections on 20 March and 
will be present on the ground until the proclamation of the final results scheduled for 16 April 2011.
 
The Mission calls on the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) to implement the recommendations brought to its attention by the 
JEOM on the critical phases of the electoral process and by the OAS Expert Mission on the verification of the tabulation of the vote. 
The objective of these recommendations is to contribute to an improvement in the organization of the second round of the elections 
in order to ensure their transparency and credibility.
 
The Joint OAS-CARICOM Mission urges all the political actors and their supporters to accept with calm the final results of the first 
round of the presidential and legislative elections.
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PR#19 JEOM OAS/CARICOM
Port-au-Prince, March 9, 2011

The Joint Mission once again has a presence in all the Haitian geographic departments

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) of the Organization of American States (OAS) and of the Caribbean Community 
(CARICOM) has deployed at present 50 electoral observers in the eleven electoral departments of the country. In addition to monitoring 
the election campaign and the various stages of the electoral process, the JEOM will be meeting with election stakeholders.

During this period of preparations for Election Day, the observers are paying particular attention to the actions taken by the Provisional 
Electoral Council (CEP) to implement the measures it has adopted as well as the recommendations submitted by the electoral observation 
missions, including the JEOM, and by the OAS Expert Mission on the verification of the tabulation in order to improve the organization 
and orderliness of the second round of the presidential and legislative elections. These measures and recommendations apply in particular 
to the electoral registers, the public information campaign with regard to “Where to Vote”, sensitization and public information on the 
electoral process in general, the training and conduct of poll workers, and the operations of the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV).

The JEOM welcomes the measures taken by the CEP to improve the organization of the second round and to thereby increase the 
credibility of the electoral process and the legitimacy of the persons elected. The Mission has noted that the telephone numbers to help 
voters find out where they should vote have been operational since 21 February. In addition, the number of operators at the call centre 
has been increased. Moreover, efforts have been made to upgrade the training of supervisors and poll workers and to ensure that it is 
carried out in good time. Electoral workers whose performance was unsatisfactory during the first round have been excluded and will 
be replaced on the basis of merit and other criteria. As concerns the recommendations of the OAS Expert Mission on the verification of 
the tabulation, particular attention has been devoted to improving the functioning of the CTV through training, increasing the number of 
lawyers comprising the Legal Control Unit, establishing consistent criteria for verifying the validity of the results sheets, and reinforcing 
the quality control aspects of the verification.

As a means of reinforcing communication and the confidence of the stakeholders involved in the elections which could result from such 
an approach, the JEOM has been encouraging the CEP to convene a second meeting with the political parties and candidates in order to 
engage and inform them on its activities, on the smooth implementation of the measures adopted, and on the difficulties experienced in 
implementing some of the measures such as the recruitment of “facilitators” to help voters find their polling stations on Election Day.
The Mission encourages the candidates and stakeholders to take part in the elections seminars organized by the MINUSTAH in the different 
departments with the objective of disseminating information on the organization of the second round and on the recommendations made 
to improve it. The Mission is also encouraging the candidates to sign the code of conduct which seeks to promote a climate of tolerance 
and of calm during the election campaign and on Election Day.

The Mission wishes to remind that its mandate does not include the provision of technical assistance to the electoral institution nor to 
participating in the organization of the elections of 20 March 2011. Its objective is to observe the various phases of the electoral process 
as well as to formulate recommendations to improve the process, which was done following the first round.

The Mission intends to reinforce its presence in all the departments and will deploy some 200 observers during the coming elections.
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PR #20 JEOM OAS/CARICOM
Port-au-Prince, March 14, 2011

The Joint Mission deplores the disruptive and violent incidents that broke out recently during the presidential election 
campaign

As the election campaign enters its last week, the Joint OAS/CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) calls on the presidential 
candidates to do everything to ensure that the campaign continues to take place in an ambiance of tolerance and mutual respect. Until 
recently, the presidential election campaign had proceeded in an atmosphere generally characterized by togetherness and understanding. 
The JEOM therefore deplores the disruptive and violent incidents that broke out last week when there were clashes between the supporters 
of the candidates during rallies in Port-au-Prince and Cap Haitian.

The presidential candidates have the responsibility to calm the passions of their supporters and to recommend peacefulness. They should 
also publicly condemn any act of violence by their own supporters or those of others. They should also set the example by avoiding 
incitement which could lead to the disruption of public order. In this regard, the Mission deplores the calls made by the candidates to take 
to the streets after the elections to claim victory. The Mission reminds the candidates that elections are won at the ballot box and not in 
the streets. Political leaders should take advantage of the election campaign to underline their commitment to democracy and their sense 
of responsibility by adhering to the rules of the game and the provisions of the Electoral Law.

The JEOM condemns the killing last week of the persons putting up posters and has taken note of the rapid response of the Haitian 
National Police (PNH). The Mission hopes that that the investigation will follow the established procedures so that the courts can 
determine the responsibilities and the penalties for this crime.
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PR#21 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, March 16, 2011

The Joint Mission calls on all actors involved in the electoral process to fulfill their role with responsibility and civility

All of the various actors involved on Election Day have a key role to play. The Joint OAS-CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission 
(JEOM) calls on all of them to fulfill their roles with neutrality, a sense of civic responsibility and respect for the stipulations of the 
Electoral Law.

The training of election officials that is currently underway will be essential to the success of the process and the JEOM wishes to underline 
the importance of recruiting competent and experienced staff to perform these functions. The Mission reminds that improving the quality 
of training of election officials and particularly supervisors and members of polling centers (MBV) was central to the recommendations 
provided to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) by the JEOM and the OAS Mission of experts on the verification of the tabulation 
of the vote. In fact, the Mission is of the opinion that improving the quality of training of election officials and particularly the training 
of supervisors and polling workers (MBV) could help to avoid a large number of the irregularities that occurred during the first round. 
It is therefore regrettable that the training of supervisors was once again disrupted not only by those who were excluded because of their 
poor performance or delinquency during the first round, but also by protests organized by experienced supervisors whose names had 
been struck following replacements made by CEP counselors and also by BED presidents. Missteps made during the first round will have 
the same impact in the second round. The training of polling workers has been delayed until the last possible moment due to problems 
related to late or incomplete lists provided by political parties.

The Mission calls on the CEP to provide as soon as possible the lists of facilitators based on the experience and training criteria that it 
has itself developed so that their training can take place. The role of these new agents is to assist voters to more easily find their polling 
stations within the polling centers and to mitigate the problems that had occurred during the first round. In this case also, attempts to 
insert the names of people who do not meet the criteria can disrupt training and will not help achieve the main objective which is to 
improve the organization of the second round.

The Mission also wishes to emphasize the responsible and impartial role that Justices of Peace will have to play in fulfilling their duties 
and in preparing affidavits in response to requests from representatives of candidates and political parties. Similarly, the Haitian National 
Police (PNH), in close collaboration with MINUSTAH, has the fundamental task of ensuring the security of elections. The mission 
emphasizes the need to coordinate the efforts of both security forces and reminds supervisors of their duty to appeal to them in case of 
disturbances.

Finally, the Mission urges citizens to go to the polls on March 20 and to exercise their right to vote calmly and with civility.
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PR#22 JEOM OEA-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, March 19, 2011

The Mission reminds that the Electoral Law bans public demonstrations in favor of candidates on Election Day

The Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) OAS-CARICOM reminds the candidates, the political parties and the citizens that 
article 122.2 of the Electoral Law states that “all public manifestations in favor of one or several candidates, one or several political 
parties, grouping or regroupings are formally banned on Election Day and until the proclamation of the results”. The candidates have 
the responsibility to inform their supporters about this disposition and warn them not to wear any clothes or carry any visible signs 
that unveil their political preferences on Election Day. Moreover, political parties and candidates have the responsibility to ask their 
supporters to wait with calm and serenity until the publication of the preliminary results on March 31st.

The Mission calls once again the citizens to go vote on Election Day to express their choice and exert their right to vote.  
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PR# 23 JEOM OEA-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, March 21, 2011 

Press statement on the second round of presidential and legislative elections in Haiti

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission has observed through the 201 observers that it deployed throughout the 
country that the second round of the presidential and legislative elections was quite an improvement in many ways on the first round. 
The political climate of Election Day was in general more peaceful despite the friction and incidents of violence that took place during 
the last days of the campaign.

The measures adopted by the Provisional Electoral Council to address the major organizational failings and shortcomings of the first 
round did have positive results. The problems related to the accuracy of the electoral registers and to the difficulties experienced by 
voters in finding their polling stations were far less prevalent. It is however clear that more work needs to be done with regard to the 
correctness of the voters lists. However, the intensification of the sensitization campaign on “Where to Vote” as well as the other 
mechanisms put in place was successful.

The improvements of the second round were tarnished by logistical problems which delayed the commencement of the vote in West 
Department in particular. The operations of sixty Voting Centers were affected by errors in the delivery of the electoral kits and the 
sensitive voting material. Among other items, ballots, indelible ink and ballot boxes were missing. The observers also noted several 
instances where legislative ballots were sent to the incorrect locations.. The rapid response of the MINUSTAH mitigated a situation 
which could have degenerated and facilitated the resumption of voting in the affected Voting Centers around 10.00am. The Provisional 
Electoral Council took the decision to extend the period of voting for an extra hour in the Port-au-Prince metropolitan area to give voters 
the opportunity to vote despite the late start.

Another positive point noted by the observers related to an improved organization in the majority of the polling stations they monitored. 
This was due to the improved performance of the electoral agents and to the proactive role of the Haitian National Police (HNP). This 
contributed to a more orderly and effective voting process, especially in the Voting Centers where there were a high turnout. In a number 
of Departments, the observers signaled also an improvement in the performance of the supervisors and the poll workers, particularly in 
the better protected locations. The observers also noted the presence of “facilitators” in more than half of the polling stations monitored, 
but they were not always easy to identify. The late publication of the list of “facilitators” no doubt reduced a wider presence of the agents 
who played a useful role in bringing off the elections.

The reports of the observers also reflected a positive change in ensuring the security of the day of elections. The action of the security 
forces was better coordinated, better targeted, and their response more rapid. In this regard, the HNP, in coordination with the military 
and police units of the MINUSTAH, were far more proactive in preventing disruption of the electoral process, addressing incidents of 
violence as well as in improving crowd control. Despite these efforts, several incidents of violence tarnished the day of the vote. The 
Mission deplores these incidents wile saluting the rapid reaction of the HNP and the MINUSTAH.

The Mission also observed problems limited to areas where the friction between candidates for the Lower House took the form of 
ballot stuffing and voter intimidation. Nevertheless, these incidents were isolated and did not reflect the reality of the electoral process 
observed nation-wide.

The voter turnout appeared to have been slightly higher that what was observed during the first round. It however did not meet the 
expectations raised by the high number of voter requests for information during the “Where to Vote?” campaign.
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The treatment of the results sheets (PVs) started earlier this morning at the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV). The Mission has established a 
team of observers and specialists trained to monitor this process. The Mission will have a continuous twenty-four hour presence in order 
to monitor the tabulation and verification processes as well as the implementation of the recommendations made by the OAS mission on 
the verification of the tabulation. The observers will monitor the tabulation procedures in order to determine if the criteria set out in the 
CTV Manual posted on the CEP website are being applied consistently.

The Mission wishes to remind that up until the proclamation of the final results on 16 April, and in accordance with Article 122.2 
of the Electoral Law, any public demonstration in favor of a candidate is formally prohibited. Accordingly, the candidates have the 
responsibility to call on their supporters to await peacefully the results of the second round of the elections. 

The Mission reiterates that the candidates have the possibility of recourse to the legal mechanisms provided by the Electoral Law in 
order to submit their grievances during the two levels of the electoral tribunals following the publication of the preliminary results. The 
Mission will also monitor this phase of the electoral process.

The JEOM welcomes the serenity and civility displayed by the Haitian people which contributed to the generally peaceful second round. 
This contributed to the country’s democratic practice as well as to the credibility and legitimacy of the electoral process. 
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PR# 24 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, March 29 2011

The Joint Mission continues its activities in the country

Despite the departure of more than 160 observers, the Joint OAS-CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) maintains its 
presence in the 11 electoral departments of Haiti until the proclamation of the final results on April 16, 2011.

The JEOM observers are present in the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) round-the-clock since this process began on March 21, 2011. The 
observers monitor the new procedures put in place for the treatment of the result sheets (“procès-verbaux”) and the application of criteria 
for verification to ensure the integrity and transparency of the tabulation process. The JEOM notes the strengthening of the capacity of 
the Legal Control Unit (UCL), which has now 16 lawyers whose task is to determine the validity of the result sheets submitted to their 
attention. The Mission noted that compared to the first round, a greater amount of result sheets were sent to the UCL. The Joint Mission 
reminds all actors involved in this process and Haitian citizens that it is essential that a rigorous and consistent verification be done in 
strict compliance with criteria established and published by the CEP. This will allow the publication of reliable preliminary results.

The Mission is concerned about the statements made by presidential candidate’s campaign teams and allies on polling trends of the 
March 20 election. Premature announcements of victory are harmful to public order and proper conduct of the electoral process by 
creating expectations among their supporters that might not be founded.

The JEOM reminds all presidential and legislative candidates, and their campaign teams and allies, that any information available 
on the elections’ outcome is partial and that the vote tabulation currently underway should lead to the publication of preliminary 
results on March 31. The Mission understands the candidates’ eagerness to get the results. However, it wishes to point that one of the 
two presidential candidates will be elected President of the Republic and, as such, will be responsible for the proper functioning of 
institutions and the maintenance of public order. They should therefore, demonstrate right away the sense of responsibility they will have 
to show when arriving at the helm of affairs of the Republic by appealing to their teams and supporters to await the publication of the 
preliminary results in order to avoid creating false expectations and to respect the verdict of the polls.

The Mission also deplores the acts of intimidation that followed the elections and that result in tensions between the legislative candidates. 
The Mission calls on all political leaders, political forces and their supporters to contribute to maintain a calm and peaceful atmosphere.
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        PR #25 JEOM OAS -CARICOM
             Port-au-Prince,  March 31 2011

The Joint Mission has taken note of the postponement of the publication of the preliminary results

The Joint OAS/CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) has taken note of the postponement of the publication of the 
preliminary results to 4 April 2011 which was announced by the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) in its Press Release #91 of 29 
March 2011.

The Mission is present in the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) around the clock. Through its observation work, it has noted that a 
considerable amount of results sheets have been sent to the Legal Control Unit (UCL) for scrutiny. As a matter of fact, 15,200 results 
sheets representing some 60% of the total amount of results sheets have been sent to the UCL. This represents a significant increase 
compared to the first round when 10% of the results sheets had been examined.

This huge increase is the consequence of the strengthening of the measures used to identify the results sheets for verification in order 
to ensure the reliability and accuracy of the preliminary results and thereby contribute to their legitimacy. Moreover, the verification 
process for each results sheet is taking more time as the sachets have to be opened in order to verify among other things that the number 
of identity card numbers written in on the partial electoral list is the same as the number of votes recorded and, subsequently, with the 
use of a scanner, that the identity card numbers are valid. Despite the increase in the size of the UCL, the large volume of results sheets 
to be verified and the greater amount of time required for the verification of each results sheet have made it impossible to complete the 
verification process in the timeframe initially set out in the electoral calendar.

The Mission notes the difficulties for the CTV staff in carrying out the rigorous and systematic verification of this large number of 
results sheets in order to avoid the pitfalls which characterized the first round. It is also important to underline that such a wide-ranging 
verification will facilitate a more effective detection of irregularities and instances of fraud. Consequently, to date, more than 1,500 
presidential election results sheets have been set aside.

The Mission acknowledges the civility and the patience displayed by the Haitian people and calls on them and the candidates to 
maintain this peacefulness while awaiting the postponed publication of the preliminary results of the second round of the presidential 
and legislative elections on 4 April 2011.
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PR #26 JEOM OAS-CARICOM
Port-au-Prince, April 5, 2011

The Joint OAS/CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission has taken note of the preliminary results of the second round of the 
presidential and legislative elections in Haiti

The joint OAS/CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) has taken note of the preliminary results of the second round of the 
presidential and legislative elections in Haiti. The Mission wishes on this occasion to congratulate the Haitian people for the calm and 
peacefulness displayed while awaiting the announcement of the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) and despite the postponement of 
the preliminary results. The Mission also acknowledges the civility with which the supporters of the different political parties have in 
general greeted the results.

The Mission observed the tabulation of the votes in the course of a continuous presence in the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV). It was 
therefore able to appreciate the importance of the efforts carried out to implement the recommendations of the JEOM and of the OAS 
Expert Mission and to guarantee the transparency and integrity of the results. It is unmistakable that in general the verification of the 
results sheets was more meticulous than during the first round. This having been said, the results sheets of the presidential elections 
benefitted from more time and consideration than those of the legislative elections. In addition, the verification was not always of 
consistent quality. This underlined the importance of the control and correction work undertaken by the supervisors and by the newly 
added quality control process.

The Joint Mission is aware of the press release dated 4 April 2011 from the Secretariat of the RDNP, the party of Mrs. Manigat, calling on 
the CEP to ensure that the criteria for the exclusion of results sheets and the accuracy of the results are applied. The Mission appreciates 
that in a political environment where suspicion is easily aroused, any unaccustomed act will be negatively interpreted. In such a context, 
the two visits made by the CEP commissioners, including one at night, on the eve of the publication of the preliminary results led to the 
allegations of the RDNP Secretariat purporting that the vote count had been manipulated by the inclusion of results sheets that should 
have been excluded. The JEOM hastened to find out if there were any grounds for these allegations and has been able to corroborate, 
following the publication of the preliminary results, that the excluded results sheets were indeed not taken into account. The CEP 
commissioners having voluntarily committed themselves to not visit the CTV should have better measured the negative impact of their 
visits to the CTV a few hours before the transmission of the results.

The Mission reminds the political parties and the candidates that the Electoral Law includes the contestation phase which precedes the 
proclamation of the final results. This phase facilitates the legal recourses necessary to address complaints related to the preliminary 
results and to provide redress where necessary. The Mission invites the candidates to take advantage of these legal remedies, which 
contribute to the consolidation of the rule of law as well as to the maintenance of peacefulness and calm in the country.
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PR #27 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
        Port-au-Prince,  April 14, 2011

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) calls on the National Bureau for Electoral Complaints and 
Challenges (BCEN) to carry out their responsibilities with integrity and impartiality

The efforts to improve the second round of the presidential and legislative elections affect not only the organization of Election Day 
and the tabulation of votes but also the complaints and challenge phase of the electoral process. Accordingly, two documents containing 
recommendations to improve the procedural aspects of the complaints and challenge phase have been considered by the Provisional 
Electoral Commission (CEP). The first document is entitled “Application of the innovative procedure for the complaints and challenges 
related to the results of the second round of the elections of 20 March 2011”, and the second, “Applicable procedure for the electoral 
complaints and challenges bureaux”. These two documents were posted on the CEP web site on 2 April 2011 and were the basis for the 
training on 28 March 2011 of the Presidents of the Department Electoral Bureaux (BEDs) and later the CEP Commissioners. 

The essential objective of this innovative procedure is to establish the formal conditions that should be observed in receiving the 
submissions addressed to the complaints and challenges bureaux, to describe briefly the handling of the dispute during the public 
sessions, and to explain how the validity of the challenge submitted by the complainant is determined. The intent of these procedural 
rules is to guarantee a minimum of procedural impartiality and, as a consequence, to confer greater legitimacy to those elected and to 
the overall electoral process.

Notwithstanding the above, taking into account the number of decisions taken to refer matters to the National Bureau for Electoral 
Complaints and Challenges (BCEN), it would appear that a large proportion of the Departmental Bureaux for Electoral Complaints and 
Challenges (BCEDs) acted as registration offices for the requests submitted instead of seeking to establish the veracity of the allegations 
made by the complainant and taking a decision which could be overturned by the higher instance.

The Mission calls on the members of the National Bureau for Electoral Complaints and Challenges (BCEN) to carry out the disputes 
process with integrity and transparency in order to guarantee procedural fairness. To attain these objectives it would be useful to 
implement a lottery draw to determine the selection of judges for the two electoral tribunals. In like manner, the verification of the 
results-sheets questioned by the complainant would help increase the credibility and legitimacy of the process while at the same time 
guaranteeing the neutrality and fairness of those involved. The quality of the decisions taken by the BCEN would in this way validate 
the efforts undertaken to improve the organization of the second round of the presidential and legislative elections and the tabulation of 
the votes. 
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   PR # 28 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
       Port-au-Prince, April 18, 2011

The OAS-CARICOM JEOM calls on the BCEN to take impartial decisions

The hearings of the National Electoral Complaints and Challenges Bureau having now come to an end and the deliberations of the 
Commissioners and lawyers of the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) having commenced, the Joint OAS-CARICOM Electoral 
Observation Mission (JEOM) calls on all the actors to remain composed. The anxieties of the legislative candidates in the running are 
highlighted at the moment by the spate of rumors and protest actions which are disturbing public order. The Mission deplores the violent 
protests. 

The Mission reminds the CEP, in particular the Commissioners and the lawyers taking part in the deliberations of the CEP, of the 
importance of displaying impartiality and evenhandedness in taking decisions based on fact and the applicable law. The Mission calls on 
the candidates to invite their supporters to remain peaceful and not to resort to violent protests. Only the legal recourses provided by the 
Electoral Law of which the candidates and their lawyers availed themselves during the hearings can have a bearing on the preliminary 
results and on the decisions, which will be taken by the highest instance on matters pertaining to the elections.

The implementation by the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) and the CEP of the recommendation to post on the CEP web site the scanned 
originals of the results-sheets was extremely useful as it provided precise information and details that the lawyers were able to use to 
bolster their arguments when pleading.

The Mission reminds that it is critically important that the impartiality of the decisions of the penultimate phase of the electoral process, 
which is at present in the hands of the Commissioners, enhances the improvements of the second round of the elections. The integrity 
of the work of the BCEN will signify also a step forward in strengthening the rule of law in electoral matters and will reinforce the 
credibility and legitimacy of those elected and of the entire electoral process.
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PR #29 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
        Port-au-Prince, April 21, 2011

The Joint Mission has taken note of the publication of the final results of the second round of the presidential and legislative 
elections in Haiti

The OAS-CARICOM Joint Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) has taken note of the final results of the second round of the 
presidential and legislative elections announced by the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) late in the evening of 20 April 2011. 
The Mission welcomes the confirmation of the election of Mr. Michel Martelly to the post of President of the Republic of Haiti and 
congratulates him.

With regard to the results of the legislative elections, the JEOM is awaiting the posting of the decisions taken by the CEP following the 
hearings and deliberations of the National Electoral Complaints and Challenges Bureau (BCEN) in order to understand the reasons which 
led to the reversing of eighteen positions posted during the preliminary results. The Mission calls on the CEP to post the decisions of the 
BCEN as quickly as possible in order to inform the concerned candidates and political parties of the facts that motivated its decisions. 

The Mission reminds that transparency remains an essential ingredient for the integrity and legitimacy of the electoral process, especially 
at this critical moment when the final results of the second round have been announced.

Taking into account the demanding verification work done by the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) and the quality of the pleadings during 
the hearings of the BCEN, and without knowing the content of the decisions taken by that instance nor whether its members proceeded 
to the CTV to verify the information given by the complainants, the Joint Mission can only question whether the eighteen changes in 
position announced during the proclamation of the final results in fact express the will of the voters in those constituencies. 

The JEOM deplores the violent protests that erupted after the proclamation of the final official results in different parts of the country. 
The Mission calls on the candidates and political parties to be responsible and to call on their supporters to bring an end to these unruly 
demonstrations.
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PR #31 JEOM OAS-CARICOM 
Port-au-Prince, May 11, 2011

The Joint Electoral Mission takes note of the publication of the final results of the 18 cases verified by the Special BCEN

The Joint OAS-CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) in Haiti takes note of the publication of the list of results of the 18 
cases that had been revisited by the Special National Complaints and Challenges Bureau (BCEN).

The Mission recognizes the efforts made by the members of the special tribunal, particularly with regard to reviewing the files and 
verifying the result sheets (PVs) at the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) in response to requests made by complainants or challenged 
parties. The JEOM as well as observers of the Réseau	National	de	Défense	des	Droits	Humains	(RNDDH) and the National Democratic 
Institute (NDI) were present when the Special BCEN carried out its verification of the result sheets at the CTV and were reassured that 
these efforts were undertaken in a thorough and transparent manner. After reviewing the files and completing the work at the CTV, the 
judges deliberated, though without allowing the observers to be present. The Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) informed the national 
and international observers of the results of the decisions of the Special BCEN shortly before announcing the results late last night.
At this meeting, the Mission and other observers expressed reservations about the treatment of three cases in particular. For these cases, 
the JEOM recommended that the Special BCEN apply the same verification procedures it had used for all the cases examined and which 
had helped to determine the accuracy of the results.

The Mission expressed its reservations and made new recommendations with regard to the results of the constituencies of Belladère, 
Jacmel and Vallières/Carice/MombinCrochu. In the constituency of Jacmel, a PV that was set aside for reasons related to the electoral 
list was included following the decision of the Special BCEN, without prior verification. As concerns the constituency of Belladère, 
the Special BCEN excluded from the final vote count PVs that had been tabulated by the CTV without verifying and comparing them 
with the evidence provided in the file. These two decisions taken by the Special BCEN resulted in the confirmation of the controversial 
position of the candidates published last 20 April. Regarding the third case, the Mission observed that the petition presented in the 
complainant's case was not signed, which led to the decision of inadmissibility taken by the BCEN. Nevertheless, it is clear that in 
this case the Departmental Complaints and Challenges Bureau (BCED) exceeded the authority conferred on it by the Electoral Law by 
tabulating PVs that had been set aside by the CTV. As the guarantor of respect for the Electoral Law, the BCEN should have corrected 
this serious mistake. It is regrettable that the recommendations made by the observers to have the necessary verifications carried out and 
the Electoral Law enforced in the cases mentioned were rejected by the CEP. Though the BCEN decisions would not be available before 
Thursday 12 May, the CEP President hastened to have the results proclaimed without first posting the BCEN decisions.

The questioning of the decisions taken by the BCEN which led to the publication of the controversial legislative results on 20 April 
underlined that a rigorous and evenhanded approach in the electoral claims and challenge process is a sine	qua	non	for the credibility, 
fairness and legitimacy of the electoral process. In accordance with article 190 of the Electoral Law, the PV verification phase at the 
CTV carried out by the BCEN in cases that so require, is an obligatory step in order to proclaim results that reflect the will of the people.
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PR #32 OAS‐CARICOM JEOM 
Port‐au‐Prince, 13 May 2011 

 
The Joint Mission calls on candidates and their supporters for calm 
 
The Joint OAS‐CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM) in Haiti deplores the 
acts of violence that were reported in some constituencies affected by the 
announcement of the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) of the new results of the 
18 legislative cases reviewed by the Special National Complaints and Challenges 
Bureau (BCEN). The JEOM reminds the candidates that the use of violence is against 
the democratic values that they are supposed to be upholding as legislative 
candidates. The Mission urges the candidates to call on their supporters to remain 
calm and to make every effort to avoid further incidents of violence. 
 
The Mission calls on the CEP to publish on its website the decisions of the Special 
BCEN to allow the parties to consult them and better understand the reasons behind 
those decisions. Transparency and access to information are key elements in any 
system of justice that aspires to be fair. 
 
The JEOM hopes that the Haitian electoral authorities will draw the necessary 
lessons from the flaws that have diminished the credibility and the legitimacy of the 
BCEN during the second round of the presidential and legislative elections in order 
to strengthen the integrity of the electoral process, a critical aspect of the 
consolidation of democratic practice in Haiti. 
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        PR #33 OAS‐CARICOM JEOM  
        Port‐au‐Prince, 17 May 2011 

 
The Joint OASCARICOM Electoral Observation Mission in Haiti comes to an end 

The seating of a new legislature and the inauguration of a newly elected President signal that the 
legislative and presidential elections process has essentially come to an end. It is true, however, 
that there are still partial elections on 29 May 2011 in three constituencies and some remaining 
uncertainty concerning the formalization of the results of the 18 controversial legislative cases re‐
judged by the Special National Complaints and Challenges Bureau (BCEN).  

The Joint OAS‐CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission (JEOM), present in Haiti since 3 August 
2010, is also coming to an end, its mandate and monitoring responsibilities completed with the 
coming into being of a newly elected executive and legislature. Being a long‐term mission present in 
the 11 electoral departments of Haiti permitted the JEOM to monitor not only the election days 
themselves but also the various preparatory phases leading up to the elections such as voter and 
candidate registration and campaigning, as well as the post election phases, in particular the vote 
counting and the complaints process. The methodology of the JEOM emphasized coordination, 
dialogue and problem resolution through a close interface with all the stakeholders. Taking 
advantage of early warning on key issues, the Mission was proactive, drawing attention and offering 
recommendations to the Provisional Electoral Council (CEP) to address the problems identified 
even as the process unfolded and not afterwards as is often the case. The JEOM also highlighted 
constantly the importance of respect for proper process and procedures provided by the Electoral 
Law for the success of the electoral process. 

The JEOM holds the view that despite the disputes and crises that marred this protracted and 
challenging electoral process a number of positives need to be underlined. The technical and 
organizational improvements of the second round brought about by the technical staff of the CEP 
demonstrate that progress is possible. The efforts to resolve the crises that arose were based on 
technical and rule of law approaches and not political fixes. This approach has led to the 
reinforcement of the verification capacity of the Vote Tabulation Centre (CTV) and to greater 
understanding by the stakeholders of its functioning and the role it plays in the electoral process. 
That procedural approach has also led to greater appreciation and understanding of the workings 
of the BCEN. In fact, the link between the verification of the tabulation and the complaints process 
was proven critical in determining results that reflect the will of the people. As a consequence the 
electoral institutional and procedural capacity has been made more robust.  

Carrying forward to future elections the lessons learned and the institutional and organizational 
improvements made during these presidential and legislative elections will reinforce the 
credibility, legitimacy and fairness of the next electoral processes and, therefore, contribute to the 
strengthening and deepening of democracy in Haiti. 

It was an honour and a privilege for the Joint OAS‐CARICOM Electoral Observation Mission to have 
been witness to what was certainly a difficult and contested electoral process but which in many 
ways was historic.           
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